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ABSTRACT 
 
Muhammad Ikhwan Fauzi. 2019. Students’ Perception on Using Students’ Worksheet (LKS) 
in Learning English at the Seventh Grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the Academic Year of 
2018/ 2019. Thesis. English Language Education, Cultures and Languages Faculty. The State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
 
Advisor : Arina Rohmatika, S.Pd., M.Pd 
Key Words  : Perception, Students’ Worksheet (LKS), Seventh grade students 
 
The aims of this research was to find out the students’ perception on using students’ 
worksheet (LKS) and students’ problems in learning English at the seventh grade of SMP 
Negeri 1 Bakiin the academic year of 2018/ 2019. Perception is a cognitive process, a mind, 
idea, believe, what do you think about something and how you see or understand 
something.Perception is a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory 
impressions in order to give meaning to their environment. There are many kinds of media 
that can be used in teaching and learning English. One of them is printed media especially 
students’ worksheet (LKS). Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS) is well-known media in most 
Indonesian schools that is containing questions and more exercises. 
This study was categorized into qualitative descriptive study. The subjects of the 
study were the VII A and VII B students of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year of 2018/ 
2019. Data collection is done using observation, documentation and interview. To analyze the 
data, descriptive qualitative analysis is used; it is to present the result of study in the form of 
descriptive explanation. 
The finding of this study, first, students’ perception of class VII A about learning 
English on using students’ worksheet (LKS) as media in SMP Negeri 1 Baki, effectively to 
help students improve their skills or ability about English. Specifically, 80% students agree 
and 20% students disagree. In learning English students of VII A have problems such as 
contain grammatical error in students’ worksheet, the pictures is not interesting because the 
color only black-white, contain only few song, found direct translation, author bibliography 
does not include in the end of students’ worksheet, incorrect words and students’ worksheet 
do not included references as the source. Second, students’ perception of class VII B about 
learning English on using students’ worksheet (LKS) as media in SMP Negeri 1 Baki, 
effectively to help students understand about the material dan improve their skills or ability 
about English. Specifically, 85% students agree and 15% students disagree. In learning 
English students of VII B have problems such as contain only few song, contain grammatical 
error, material is simple and incorrect words are found in students’ worksheet (LKS). To 
analyze the data the researcher used data reduction, data display and conclusing drawing. 
Based on the findings of the study, the researcher suggests that teaching and learning 
process at the seventh grade students should use interesting media so that the students pay 
attention to the subject for example students worksheet (LKS).The teacher also uses the other 
textbook to support the students’ worksheet (LKS). 
ABSTAK 
 
Muhammad Ikhwan Fauzi. 2019. Students’ Perception on Using Students’ Worksheet (LKS) 
in Learning English at the Seventh Grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the Academic Year of 
2018/ 2019. Skripsi. Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Fakultas Adab dan Bahasa. Institut Agama 
Islam Negeri Surakarta. 
Pembimbing : Arina Rohmatika, S.Pd., M.Pd 
Kata Kunci  : Persepsi, Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS), Siswa kelas tujuh 
 
Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui persepsi siswa tentang penggunaan 
lembar kerja siswa (LKS) dan masalah siswa dalam belajar bahasa Inggris di kelas tujuh SMP 
Negeri 1 Baki pada tahun akademik 2018 / 2019. Persepsi adalah kognitif proses, pikiran, ide, 
kepercayaan, apa yang Anda pikirkan tentang sesuatu dan bagaimana Anda melihat atau 
memahami sesuatu. Persepsi adalah proses di mana individu mengatur dan menafsirkan kesan 
inderawi mereka untuk memberi makna pada lingkungan mereka. Ada banyak jenis media 
yang dapat digunakan dalam pengajaran dan pembelajaran bahasa Inggris. Salah satunya 
adalah media cetak terutama lembar kerja siswa (LKS). Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS) adalah 
media terkenal di sebagian besar sekolah di Indonesia yang berisi pertanyaan dan lebih 
banyak latihan. 
Penelitian ini dikategorikan ke dalam penelitian deskriptif kualitatif. Subjek penelitian 
adalah siswa kelas VII A dan VII B SMP Negeri 1 Baki pada tahun akademik 2018 / 2019. 
Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan menggunakan observasi, dokumentasi dan wawancara. 
Untuk menganalisis data, analisis deskriptif kualitatif digunakan; itu untuk mempresentasikan 
hasil penelitian dalam bentuk penjelasan deskriptif. 
Temuan penelitian ini, pertama, persepsi siswa kelas VII A tentang belajar bahasa 
Inggris dalam menggunakan lembar kerja siswa (LKS) sebagai media belajar di SMP Negeri 1 
Baki, efektif untuk membantu siswa meningkatkan keterampilan atau kemampuan mereka 
tentang bahasa Inggris. Secara khusus, 80% siswa setuju dan 20% siswa tidak setuju. Dalam 
pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris siswa VII A mengalami masalah diantaranya di dalam LKS 
mengandung kesalahan tata bahasa, gambar-gambarnya tidak menarik karena warnanya hanya 
hitam-putih, hanya mengandung sedikit lagu, ditemukan terjemahan langsung, bibliografi 
penulis tidak dicantumkan di akhir lembar kerja siswa, kata-kata yang salah dan lembar kerja 
siswa tidak termasuk referensi sebagai sumber. Kedua, persepsi siswa tentang kelas VII B 
tentang belajar bahasa Inggris dalam menggunakan lembar kerja siswa (LKS) sebagai media 
di SMP Negeri 1 Baki, efektif untuk membantu siswa memahami tentang materi dan 
meningkatkan keterampilan atau kemampuan mereka tentang bahasa Inggris. Secara khusus, 
85% siswa setuju dan 15% siswa tidak setuju. Dalam pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris siswa VII 
B memiliki masalah seperti hanya mengandung sedikit lagu, mengandung kesalahan tata 
bahasa, materi sederhana dan kata-kata yang salah ditemukan dalam lembar kerja siswa 
(LKS). Untuk menganalisis data, peneliti menggunakan reduksi data, tampilan data, dan 
penarikan kesimpulan. 
Berdasarkan temuan penelitian, peneliti menyarankan bahwa proses belajar mengajar 
pada siswa kelas tujuh harus menggunakan media yang menarik sehingga siswa 
memperhatikan subjek misalnya lembar kerja siswa (LKS). Guru juga menggunakan buku 
teks lain untuk mendukung lembar kerja siswa (LKS). 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter, the researcher discusses about background of the study, 
limitation of the problems, problems formulation, the objectives of the study, the 
benefits of the study and definition of keywords. 
A. Background of the Study 
According to Brown (2001: 122), English is not frequently learned as 
a tool for understanding and teaching U.S or British cultural values. Most of 
the countries around the world have used English as their second or first 
language. Many people use it as a mean of international communication such 
as in science, technology, art, and social relation. English is considered as the 
foreign language which has to be taught in all levels of education from 
elementary school up to University level. It is one of the five subjects that are 
tested at the final examination or UNBK (Ujian Nasional Berbasis 
Komputer)also called Computer Based Test (CBT). Computer Based Test 
(CBT) is final examination that used computer as media. 
English is a global language (David Crystal: 1997). Therefore, it has 
been taught in some levels of education in Indonesia, such as elementary 
school, junior high school, and senior high school in order to make young 
generations ready to face the globalization era. As a global language, English 
is used in many things we find in our daily life and in many kinds of modern 
technology, such as mobilephones, computers, social media/networks, 
electronic machines, transportation, banking, even used in many labels of 
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typical substance or materials, such as, chemicals, medicine, cosmetics, foods 
and beverage, etc. Other impact of English as a global language is the English 
mastery in new employess recruitment. English mastery in any kinds of 
language skills is very important consideration for companies in the 
recruitment of new employees. High level of English mastery means more 
easily and widely high access of information. As a result, many students join 
an English course which is usually held by private institution, because they 
feel that their learning English in the formal school is not adequate to achieve 
a higher level of English mastery. 
In Indonesia, teaching English especially at Junior High School is 
not easy. Teaching English in Junior High School aims to develop the four 
skills; listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Listening and Reading are 
included receptive skill, meanwhile Speaking and Writing are productive skill. 
The four skills are learned by the people in order to make them understand 
English well. Maybe some of the students like and eager to study, but some 
others are possibly not. In this case, the teacher must be creative and 
innovative to create material, new strategy and used the best media in 
teaching. 
In formal education, listening and speaking as the important of 
language skills get less proportion in the English teaching and learning. The 
teachers too often teach reading and writing. Some teachers assume that 
giving the students writing/reading tasks makes them more settled and more 
quiet and seems to get a better and more effective condition of teaching-
learning process rather than giving them speaking tasks which usually seems 
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to make the class very noisy. In addition, the English examination in formal 
education gives too much proportion in reading-writing test. There is rarely 
speaking test or oral production test. Consequently the students assume that 
listening and speaking are not very important to study. 
Learning is one of the most important individual processes that occur 
in organizations, higher education, and training programs. Pritchard (2009: 1) 
defines that learning is something of which we all have an understanding and 
in which we have all participated. This participation has been in a very wide 
range of setting, both formal and informal, ranging from the relative confines 
of a school classroom, to the wide open spaces of the country side or a quiet 
corner where a chance conversation led deeper understanding of some topic or 
another. Learning is not exclusive to the domain of an education system. 
Learning begins very long time before school, continues for even longer after 
school, and happens rapidly, and in parallel with school, in a great number of 
different ways and settings. 
There are many kinds of media that can be used in teaching and 
learning process especially in learning English. One of them is printed media 
especially students’ worksheet (LKS). Nowadays, one of the alternative media 
that teacher used is students’ worksheet (LKS), every lesson use students’ 
worksheet (LKS) as a media in learning. This media have been used by some 
levels of school especially at Junior High School. The teacher chooses it as 
one of the learning media for their students. It is include some summary of the 
theory,tasks, and review. It is distributed to thestudents by the 
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teacher.Students’ worksheet helped studentsto master the materials in learning 
English especially. 
Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS) is well-known media in most Indonesian 
schools that is containing questions and more exercises. Teachers in every 
educational level claimed that using LKS beside the textbook assist learners 
understand materials easily, because they are drilled by answering questions. 
So, it becomes the simplest way to reach a good score in their final 
examination. The other benefit of using LKS is saving teachers’ time, since 
they do not need to construct materials or worksheet for students. 
Each student has their own characteristics. They differed in their 
personality, beliefs and attitudes. They are differed even their cognitive 
abilities and language learning aptitude (Dunn, 1999: 97). Some students learn 
languages more quickly and easily than others. In the other words, the 
difference students’ reading comprehension and achievement relates to their 
English acquisition in learning process. Furthermore, each studenthas a 
different ways to perceive or acquire information from learning process. The 
way which has students choose in learning process in their learning style. 
Wood (2000: 46), specific styles are more effective for certain types of 
learning and each person has their own style, their own learning fingerprint. 
In pre-observation in SMP Negeri 1 Baki, the researcher interviewed 
with the students of SMP Negeri 1 Baki especially seventh grade students. 
The researcher asked the students about their learning English on using 
students’ worksheet, they said different views. There are some factors that are 
found. Actually, each of the students has different perception on using 
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students’ worksheet (LKS) in learning process. Sometime their perceptions 
were positive but sometime were negative. The students’ perception was 
positive because students’ worksheet can help them to learn English easy 
through the material in each chapter and exercises. Whereas, the students’ 
perception was negative because in learning English using the students’ 
worksheet, the students still feel confused and less known about the material 
in each chapter. It depends on their self. In this case, it was necessary for the 
teacher to understand and to know their students perception about their style in 
teaching, because environment influenced the students learning result. 
First, the students perceived that they were difficult to answer the 
questions, although the materials were available on their worksheet and also 
their teacher has already explained to them about the material. They think that 
the question on their worksheet was difficult to catch the meaning of that. 
Second, the teacher tried to be smart and motivate their students in teaching 
English especially on using students’ worksheet but the students did not have 
motivation to do some works on their worksheet. Third, the students perceived 
that they are still confused. Thus, it made them confused to finish it. 
The researcher choose SMP Negeri 1 Baki as a research object 
because SMP Negeri 1 Bakiis one of schools in Sukoharjo that is excellent in 
several achievement. The school is able to show its achievement. The proof of 
it is in the national exam last year, the average score of this school got the 
good rank in the district level. In this year the school gets achievement in 
English competition. Still, the school is unable to defeat the favorite Junior 
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High School in the district of Sukoharjo. Certainly, there are many factors that 
influence the successfulness. 
Based on the problems above the researcher is interested in 
describing the students’ perception on using students’ worksheet (LKS) in 
learning English. The teacher needs to know their students perception on using 
students worksheet and the problems. So, the researcher writes the research 
entitled “STUDENTS’ PERCEPTION ON USING STUDENTS’ 
WORKSHEET (LKS) IN LEARNING ENGLISH (A Descriptive Study at 
the Seventh Grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the Academic Year of 2018/ 
2019)”. 
 
B. Limitation of the Problems 
To clarify and avoid wider explanation of the problems, the 
researcher limits those problems on the students’ perception on using students’ 
worksheet (LKS) in learning English at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 
Baki in the academic year of 2018/2019. The research focus on the description 
the students’perception on using students’ worksheet (LKS) in learning 
English at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Bakiin the academic year of 
2018/2019. The researcher limit to do research in class VII Aand VII B, it is 
based on the researcher observation and information from the teacher. 
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C. Problems Formulation 
Based on the background above, the problems can be formulated as 
following : 
1. What are the students’ perception on using students’ worksheet (LKS) in 
learning English at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Bakiin the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019 ? 
2. What are the students’ problems of learning English on using students’ 
worksheet (LKS)at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Bakiin the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019 ? 
 
D. The Objectives of the Study 
Related to the formulation of the problems, the objectives of this 
research are : 
1. To describe the students’ perception on using students’ worksheet (LKS) in 
learning English at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Bakiin the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019. 
2. To describe students’ problems of learning English on using students’ 
worksheet (LKS) at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019. 
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E. The Benefits of the Study 
The research is expected to have two the major benefits, they are 
theoretical and practical benefits. 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
The result of this research is expected to give contribution to the 
development of educational matter. It gives better understanding about the 
students’ perception on using students’ worksheet (LKS) in learning 
English at the seventh grade especially of SMP Negeri 1 Bakiin the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019.Hopefully, this research can enrich the 
teaching and learning English in Junior High School. 
2. Practical Benefit 
The researcher hopes that this research can give the benefits for the 
teacher, students, school and the other researcher. 
a. For the students, this research hopefully gives motivation to improve 
their ability especially in learning English. The students will be more 
aware of their own media of learning. They also will be more 
antusiastic to acquire the foreign language as their own need not as the 
compulsory. 
b. For the teacher who teaches English, especially in SMP Negeri 1 Baki, 
the result of this research is expected to give information, input, even 
suggestion to the better improvement of their duty as educators to help 
their students gain meaningful and useful learning. This research can 
help the teacher who uses students’ worksheet (LKS) as media in 
teaching English. The teacher can maximize the strengths of students’ 
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worksheet (LKS)as media for teaching English and can minimize the 
weaknesses of students’ worksheet (LKS) for better teaching. 
c. For the school, especially for SMP Negeri 1 Baki, the research finding 
of this research is expected to give obvious and detail description 
dealing withstudents’ perception on using students’ worksheet (LKS) 
in learning English, the problems faced by the students to solve the 
problems. Hopefully, in the future in teaching English, the school will 
implement more various medias. 
d. For the other researcher, the result of this research can be used as an 
input in teaching learning process. It is expected that this research can 
be used as a reference and information to the other researchers who 
conduct a research in the descriptive of students’ perception on using 
students’ worksheet (LKS) in learning English. 
 
F. Definition of Keywords 
In order to make the research easy to be understood and to avoid the 
ambiguity, the researcher presents some definition of keywords as following : 
1. Students’ Perception 
Perception involved all sides of the individual itself. Such as, first 
sides are process of thinking, where in process of thinking talk about the 
process of knowing something, how to someone knowing something 
(Walgito, 1999 :47). 
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2. Worksheet as Material in Learning English 
Worksheet is a kind of printed instructional material that is 
prepared and frequently used by teachers in order to help students to gain 
knowledge, skills and values by providing helpful comments about the 
course objectives and enabling students to engaged in active learning and 
learning-by-doing in and out the school (Kaymarkc, 2006: 5). 
11 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
In this chapter, the researcher discusses about perception (concept of 
perception, components of perception, process of perception and factors affecting 
of perception), worksheet (the nature of worksheet, part of students worksheet, 
material of students worksheet,the application of worksheet, function of students‟ 
worksheet, various form of students‟ worksheet (LKS),the weakness using 
worksheet (LKS), advantages and disadvantages using students‟ worksheet, the 
developed students‟ worksheet (LKS) andtechnical requirements for the students‟ 
worksheet (LKS) arrangement) and previous related study. 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Perception 
a. The Concepts of Perception 
According to Walgito (1999:47), perception involved all sides of 
the individual itself. Such as, first sides are process of thinking, where in 
process of thinking talk about the process of knowing something, how to 
someone knowing something. Etimologically, the word “perception” 
originates from the Latin word, „percipere‟, (to perceive). Perceiving ideas 
and concepts is viewed from two dimentions, first is the conscious 
recognition and interpretation of sensory stimuli that serve as a basis for 
understanding, learning and knowing or for motivating a particular action 
or reaction. The second is the result or product of the act of perceiving. 
12 
 
Instinctive knowledge has been used to define or explain the term 
perception. These include awareness, understanding, sense, impression, 
idea, taste, notion, recognition, observation, consciousness, conception, 
apprehension, discrimination. Putting the semantic connotations together, 
Fazio and Williams explain perception as: 
“Those subjective experiences of objects or events that ordinarily 
result from stimulation of the receptor organs of the body. This stimulation 
is transformed or encoded into neural activity (by specialized receptor 
mechanisms) and is relayed to more central regions of the nervous system 
where further neural processing occurs”. 
Perception is a mind, idea, believe, what do you think about 
something and how you see or understand something. Perception is a 
cognitive process that enables us interpret and understand our 
surroundings (Kreitner and Kinicki, 2001: 173). Perception is a set of 
mental actions that regulate sensory impulses into a more meaningful 
(Wade and Tavris, 2009). Perceptions to refer to experiences  caused by 
stimulation of the senses and our main goal will be to try understand how 
stimulation of the senses results in these experiences (Goldstein, 1984:3). 
This integrations process may involve other process such us 
memory and may be affected by a person‟s past experiences. Perception is 
a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory 
impressions in order to give meaning to their environment. Another reason 
to study perception  that can help people become more aware of the nature 
of their own perceptual experiences. It means order to give opinion or 
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share knowledge about something people should have experienced first so 
that perceive something real, By perceiving something people can also be 
more aware on it. Perceptions are usually thought to be more complicated 
experiences elicited by complex, often meaningful, stimuli (Goldstein, 
1984:2).  Meanwhile, the mean of stimulus is all about receptor make 
more active. Based on that stimulus can come from within and come from 
outside the related organism according to Caplin (In Walgito, 1980:99).  
Given their nature as the result of  higher-order process, perceptions are 
often linked to physiological activity the brain (Goldstein, 1984:2). 
According to Luthans (2001: 183), individual life cannot be 
separated from the environment, in psychological activities, both the 
physical environment and social environment. From that the individual 
directly receives stimulus and this is related to perception. The key to 
understanding perception is to recognize that is a unique interpretations of 
the situation, not an exact recording of it. 
Perception is largely learned based on environment and 
experienced.  Perception suitable  with reality, because that interpretations 
of the situation. Perception is a process that preceded by the sensing 
process is a process of receiving the stimulus by individuals through 
sensory devices or also called sensoris (Walgito, 1980: 99).  Sensory 
storage refers to our  abilty to maintain a one to one (but rapidly decaying) 
image of a sensory experience (Borger and Seaborne, 1982:140). All 
sensory devices are used to receive stimuli from the outside. According to 
Branca, Woodworth and Marquiz (in Walgito, 1980: 100) the sensory 
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apparatus is a link between individuals and the outside world. According 
to Davidoff (in Walgito, 1980: 100) it can thus be argued that the stimulus 
is received by the sense apparatus that is meant by sensing and through the 
sensing process the stimulus becomes meaningful after being organized 
and interpreted. 
Perception is an integrated process in the individual against the 
stimulus it receives according to Moscowitz and Orgel (In Walgito, 1980: 
100). Because perception is an integrated activity within the individual. So 
what is in the individual will participate actively in the process of 
perception. Based on the above, perception can be expressed based on 
feelings, ability to think, experience, stimulus, different from each other. 
This research, the researcher will focuses on the perception of the students. 
That focus about feelings, thinking, and experiences of students. When got 
Basic Analysis Drama course. 
Lindsay and Norman (1977) stated that perception is the process 
by which organisms interpret and organize sensation to produce a 
meaningful experience of the world. Sensation refers to the immediate, 
relatively unprocessed result of stimulation of sensory receptors in the 
eyes, ears, nose, tongue or skin. On the otherhand, perception refers to the 
one‟s ultimate experience of the world and typically involves further 
processing of sensory input. Perception involved more process of thinking 
as a result of the information received from the sensory systems regards 
certain things or events. It is the output process where the judgments or 
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beliefs were produced by an individual and it influenced the way they 
think and feel. 
According to Campbell (1967), perception is defined as 
something that is being observed and what is and what is said about it. 
Perception is a process where one will form an impression about someone 
or something. Perception is constructed as a result of individual 
observation towards certain things or events occur around them which will 
produce certain perception. The perception then affected their attitude 
towards certain mattersor objects of attitude. 
From the definition above about perception, the researcher 
concluded that perception is a cognitive process, a mind, idea, believe, 
what do you think about something and how you see or understand 
something.Perception is a process by which individuals organize and 
interpret their sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their 
environment. Another reason to study perception  that can help people 
become more aware of the nature of their own perceptual experiences. 
Meanwhile, perception did not involve action as it is more to the 
way of human thinking. Nevertheless, perception is the root of thinking 
which invoke certain judgments or beliefs that influence human attitude. 
The current study was conducted in order to identify the perceptions 
among learners which influenced their attitude toward the second language 
and also the English for Expression course. 
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b. Components of Perception 
Perception is a process that involves organizing, identifying and 
interpreting sensory inputs for the purpose of representation and 
understanding of the environment. When a sensory organ is stimulated, the 
receptors send signals to the nervous system for perception to take place. 
According to Saks and  Johns ( In Pawar and Sapre, 2014) the components 
of perception are perceivers experience, motivational state and emotional 
state affect on his/ her perception. The person who becomes aware about 
something and comes to a final understanding. 
1) The perceiver 
This refers to a person whose awareness is focused on the stimulus and 
thus begins to perceive it. There are many factors that may influence 
the perceptions of the perceiver. The three major factors include 
motivational state, emotional state and experience. All of these factors, 
especially motivation and emotion, greatly contribute to how the 
person perceives a situation. Oftentimes, he or she may employ the so- 
called “perceptual defense”, which means that the person only 
perceives what he wants to perceive, even though the stimulus acts on 
his or her sense. 
2) The Target 
This includes the object of perception. It is something or someone who 
is being perceived. The amount of information gathered by the sensory 
organs of the perceiver affects the interpretation and understanding 
about the target. 
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3) The Situation 
The environmental factors, timing and degree of stimulation also affect 
the process of perception. These factors may render a single stimulus 
to be left as merely a stimulus, not a percept that is subject for brain 
interpretation. However, ambiguous stimulus may sometimes be 
transduced into one or more percepts. When this occurs, a process 
called “multistable perception” occurs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  2.1  Components of Perception 
 
c. Process of Perception 
Based on (Kreitner and Kinicki, 2001:174) four stages about 
social perception, there are selective attention/ comprehension stages, 
encoding and simplification stages, storage and retention stages, retrival 
and response stages. 
 
The perceiver 
Components of Perception 
The Target The Situation 
Who/ What Is Being 
Perceived or Judged 
Different Situations may Call 
for Additional 
InformationAbout the target 
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Stages 1 : Selective attention/ comprehension 
People are constantly bombarded by physical and social stimuli 
in the environment. Since they do not have the mental capacity to fully 
comprehend all this information, they selectivity perceive subsets of 
environmental stimuli. This is where   attention play a role. Attention is 
the process of becoming consciously aware of something or someone. 
Attention can be focused on information either from the environment or 
from memory. Regarding the latter situation, if you sometime find yourself 
thinking about totally un related events or people while reading textbook, 
your memory is the focus of your attention.  
In the other according (McGraw, 2001: 188), various external 
and internal attention factors effect perceptual selectivity. The external 
factors consist of outside environmental influences such us intensity, size, 
contrast, repetition, motion, and novelty, and familiarity. 
1. Intensity 
The intensity principle of attention states that the more intense the 
external stimulus, the more likely it is to be perceived. A loud noise, 
strong odor, or bright light will be noticed more than a soft sound, 
weak odor, or dim light. Advertisers use intensity to gain consumer‟s 
attention. Examples include bright packaging and television 
commercials that are slightly louder than the regular program. 
Supervisor  may raises their voices to gain attention. This last example 
also shows that order, more complex psychological variables may 
overcome the simple external variable. By speaking loudly, the 
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supervisor may actually be turning the subordinates off instead of 
gaining their attention. These types of complications enter into given 
perceptual principle cannot stand alone in explaining complex human 
behavior. The intensity principle is only one small factor in the 
perceptual process, which is only a part the cognitive processes, which 
are only a part of what goes into human behavior. Yes, for 
convenience of presentation and for the development of basic 
understanding, these small parts can be effectively isolated for study 
and analysis. 
2. Size 
Closely related to intensity is the principle of size. It says that the 
larger the object, the more likely it will be perceived. The largest 
machine “sticks out” when personnel view a factory floor. The 
maintenance engine, ring staff may pay more attention to a big 
machine than to a smaller one, even though the smaller one cost as 
much and  is as important to the operation. A 6-foot 5-inch, 250-pound 
supervisor may receive more attention from his subordinates than 5-
foot 10-inch, than a few lines in the classified section. 
3. Contrast 
The contrast principle states that external stimuli that stand out against 
the background or that are not what people are expecting will receive 
their attention. 
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4. Repetition 
The repetition principle states that a repeated external stimulus is more 
attention getting than a single one. Thus, a worker will generally 
“hear” better when directions for a dull task are given mire than once. 
This principle partially explains why supervisor have to give directions 
over hand over again for even the simplest of the tasks. Workers‟ 
attention for a boring task may be waning =, and the only way they 
hear direction for the tasks is by the supervisors‟ repeating themselves 
several times. Advertisers trying to create a unique image for a product 
that is undifferentiated from its competitors- such us aspirin, soap, and 
deodorant rely heavily on repetitious advertising. 
5. Motion 
The motion principle says that people will pay more attention to 
moving objects in their field of vision than will to stationary objects. 
Workers will notice materials being machined by a robot, but they may 
fail to give proper attention to the maintenance needs of stationary 
machine to the next to them. In addition, the productions line workers 
may devote their attention to the line of slowly moving. Materials they 
are working on and fail to notice the relatively nice working condition 
(pastel,-colored walls, music, and air conditioning). Advertisers 
capitalize on this principle by creating signs that incorporate moving 
parts. 
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6. Novelty and Familiarity 
States that either a novel or familiar external situation can serve as an 
attention getter. New objects or events in a familiar setting or familiar 
objects or events in a new setting will draw attention of the perceiver. 
Stages 2 : Encoding and Simplification 
Observed information not stored in memory in its original form. 
Encoding is required; raw information is interpreted or translated into 
mental representations. To accomplish this, perceivers assign pieces of 
information to cognitive categories. “ By category we mean a number of 
object that are considered equivalent. Categories are generally designated 
by names, e/g dog., animal.” People, events, and object are interpreted and 
evaluated by comparing their characteristics with information contained in 
schemata (or schema in singular form). Schemata represents a person‟s 
mental picture or summary of a particular event or type of stimulus. 
Stages 3: Storage and Retention 
This phase involves storage of information in  long –term 
memory. Long-term memory is like an apartment complex consisting of 
separate units connected to one another. Although different people love in 
each apartment, they sometimes interact. In addition, large apartment 
complexes  have different wings (such us A, B, C). Long-term memory 
similarity consists of separate but related categories. Like the individual 
apartments inhabited by unique residents, the connected categories contain 
different types of information. Information also passes among categories.. 
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Finally, long-term memory is made up of three compartments (or wings) 
containing categories of information about event, semantic, people. 
Stages 4 : Retrieval and Response 
People retrieve information  from memory when they make 
judgments and decisions. Our ultimate judgments and decision are either 
based on the process of drawing on, interpreting, and integrating 
categorical information stored in long-term memory or on retrieving a 
summary judgment that was already made. 
Concluding our example, it is registration day and you have to 
choose which professor to take for personal finance. After retrieving from 
memory your schemata-based impressions of the three professor, you 
select a good one who uses the case method and gives essay tests (line C 
in figure 6-1). In contrast, you may choose you preferred professor by 
simply recalling the decision you made two weeks ago. 
According ( Walgito, 1980:102) In the process of perception 
there needs to be attention as a preparatory step in that perception. 
Schematically the process of perception is like this : 
E  S  I  R  E 
E : Environment   
S : Stimulus   
I : Individual 
R : Response 
The views are different depending on each individual. According 
to Weiner (In Walgito, 1980: 104) this view differs from a cognitive view, 
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which views the role of the individual in determining his or her behavior 
and response. 
d. Factors Affecting Perception 
According to Saks and  Johns ( In Pawar and Sapre, 2014), the 
perception process mainly affected by two factors namely the internal 
(endogeneous) factors and external (exogeneous) factors. 
1) Internal Factors (endogeneous) 
These factors reside in person concern. These include one‟s needs, 
desires, personality and experience. 
a) Needs and desires 
An individual‟s perception about stimuli is influenced by inter alia, 
his needs and desires at that time. Perception varies depending 
upon variations in his/ her needs and desires from time to time. 
b) Personality 
Closely related to needs and desires is the personality of the 
perceiver, which affects what is attended to perceived in the given 
situation. As mentioned earlier, research studies suggest that secure 
individuals tent to understand or perceive others as warm and self-
accepting individuals perceive themselves as liked, wanted and 
accepted by others. 
c) Experience 
Experience and knowledge serve as basis for perception. While 
one‟s successful experience enhances his/ her perceptive ability 
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failure erodes his/ her self confidence. Successful experience also 
helps perceiver understand stimuli with more accuracy. 
2) External Factors (exogeneous) 
The external factors relate to what is to be perceived and situation. 
These are size, intensity, frequency, status, contrast and movement. 
a) Size 
The principle of size says that the larger the object, the more is the 
probability that it is perceived. Size attracts the attention of the 
individual. A full page spread advertisement attracts more attention 
than a few lines in a classified section. The reason is not difficult to 
seek. The size establishes dominance and enhances perceptual 
selection. 
b) Intensity 
Intensity is closely related to size. The intensity principle of 
attention states that the more intense the stimuli, the more likely it 
is to be perceived. As an example, a loud noise or strong odour will 
be noticed more than a soft sound and weak odour. Following the 
intensity principle, the superiors may yell at their subordinates to 
gain attention. Advertisers also use intensity to attract and gain the 
consumer‟s attention. 
c) Frequency/ Repetition 
The repetition principle states that a repeated external external 
stimulus is more attention getting than single one. It is for this 
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reason that advertiser go for repetitions advertising to gain the 
customers attention to their product. 
d) Status 
Status held by an individual also influences his/ her perception 
about things or events. Researches suggest that people withhigh 
status often exert more compared to those holding low status. 
e) Contrast 
As per contrast principle, the external stimuli which stands out 
against the background will receive more attention. For example, 
plan safety signs with black lettering on a yellow background or 
with white lettering on a red background are more attention –
attracting. 
f) Movement 
The movement principle says that people pay more attention to a 
moving object than the stationary ones. People will be attracted 
more by a running train than one standing on the platform. 
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2.2. Factors Affecting Perception 
 
e. How to Improve Perception 
You have learnt that perception precedes behaviour. In accurate 
perception distorts behaviour and, in this lies the need for and importance 
of improving perception. Perception can be improved by making various 
attempts. 
1) Perceiving one self accuracy: In order to perceive others accurately, 
one first needs to perceive one self accurately. Therefore, one needs to 
improve more awareness about him self/ herself. Frequent and better 
interaction with peers; free frank and open communication with others 
and mutual trust are some commonly adopted practices for perceiving 
one self more accurately. 
Affecting Factors 
Internal Factors External Factors 
Needs and Desires 
Personality 
Experience 
 
Size 
Intensity 
Frequency 
Status 
Movement 
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2) Improving one‟s self concept: When people successfully accomplish 
what they want, it develops a sense of self regard and self esteem. It is 
called “self concept”.  
3) Be empathetic: Empathy means to be  able to see a situation as it is 
perceived by other people. In a way, it is like putting your feet in 
another‟s shoes. Looking at a problem from other‟s point of view 
enables the person to perceive the other side of the problem. 
4) Having positive attitudes: Possitive attitude makes one‟s perception 
positive or more accurate. 
5) Avoiding perceptual distortions: Some factors such as hallo effect, 
stereotyping, attribution, first impression, etc. Distort one‟s perception 
about things or problems. 
6) Communicating openly: Experience suggests that some times 
perception gets distorted due to communication gap or/ and anadequate 
communication. This will enable to know the problem in a better 
perceptive which, in turn, will improve person‟s perception about the 
problem. 
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2. Student Worksheet(LKS) 
a. The Nature of Worksheet 
LKS or Lembar Kerja Siswa refers to worksheet compilation. It 
consists of summary materials and a lot of questions with different form of 
answer such as filling the blanks and multiple choices. Of course, not all 
“sheets” define as worksheets; it can be diagram, graph and completing 
table. Today, electronic worksheets seem popular among students and 
teachers, because of the growth of technology. It is simpler and easier to 
be accessed anywhere and anytime with or without the internet connection. 
A worksheet is a piece of paper, a computer screen or a projection that 
contains problems. These problems have right and wrong answers and 
there is generally only one way to complete a problem. The answers fit 
neatly on the page-conforming to bubbles, blanks or circling (Ransom: 
2013). 
In case of Indonesia, many schools obligate students to have LKS 
for every subject. It means, 10 LKS should be owned by students in early 
class of Elementary school or Junior High School because they have 10 
subjects. Moreover, students have to bring both LKS and textbook when 
they schools, and it is must for them to complete all exercises both in 
textbook and LKS. Therefore, it is terrible for students to do it within a 
semester, because of students‟ time limitation.  
According to Kaymakc (2006: 5), worksheet is one of the most 
important materials for achieving the goals ofeducational activities. 
Worksheet is a kind of printed instructional material that isprepared and 
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frequently used by teachers in order to help students to gainknowledge, 
skills and values by providing helpfull comments aboutthe 
courseobjectives and enabling students to engage in active learning and 
learning-bydoingin and out of the school. 
In line with Davies (1981: 326) who stated that, the definition of 
worksheet is a sheet which is given to the students in the class to act the 
teaching-learning process. Worksheet could support the students to learn 
by them selves based on the passages in the paper. Same with Bull (2008: 
514) defined of worksheet is a sheet with question to be answered, usually 
in the spaces provided. According to Palepong (2001: 12), the definition of 
the worksheet is sheet given to the students in the class or act the teaching 
learning activity. It is a paper that provides information and instruction 
from teacher or application of learning value to get the objective. 
The students‟ worksheet is learning medium because by it, the 
students could apply their learning process to get any objectives. Beside 
that, the student‟s worksheet also could support them to learn English 
based on the passage in the paper. Learning value of the students in this 
activity gave satisfaction to students and it was unforgettable thing in their 
life. 
From the defintion above about worksheet, it can be concluded 
that worksheet is one of printed material in teaching and learning process 
in the form of a sheet in order to help students to gain knowledge, skills 
and values by providing helpful comments about the course objectives and 
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enabling students to engage in active learning and learning-bydoing in and 
out of the school. 
 
b. Part of the Students’ Worksheet 
According to Mickulecly (1990:7), the students‟ worksheet had 
the following parts. They are: 
1) Objectives 
The objectives state the students‟ behavior which was expected after 
learningpaper. 
2) Description 
In this part, students were given high chance to find concepts 
ofprinciples. 
3) Procedure of activities 
Activities in the students‟ worksheet objects were to practice students‟ 
skill such as to operate tools, observation, and investigation, get 
conclusion, andso on. In this part, it also provides the tools or goods 
which are used in each activity. 
4) Evaluation 
Evaluation object was to measure how far the objectives had been 
found, involved of evaluation to the processes. By application this part 
in a students‟worksheet, the researcher hoped it could improve the 
value in learning and teaching process. 
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c. Material of Students’ Worksheet 
As a material designer, who facilitated the students with the 
material whichwas appropriate and beneficial for the students and also met 
the worksheet withthe curriculum objectives. By making the close 
observation to the students,activities, their needs and interest, the designer 
could know what was appropriateand beneficial materials for the students. 
The teacher should supply them with hisor her own self-prepared 
assignment which was especially adapted to suit thestudents‟ need and 
interest. The teacherhad to take a part in preparation for selfmadematerial, 
which was in this case was the worksheet. 
Asmawati (2008:7) stated that to enhance students‟ active 
participationdepends on the teachers‟ creativity in preparing and providing 
the students withmeaningful worksheet.Kurniawati (2011) in her module 
statedthere were two things that were veryimportant in worksheet, they 
were: 
1) Mastering the material. It consisted of explanation about the material 
andthe materials‟ examples, for example; giving invitation, bargaining, 
expressingopinions, and so on. 
2) Students‟ exercises consisted of rewriting sentences using the 
particularwords, choosing the correct form in brackets or choosing the 
correct answer,arranging jumble words into good sentence, completing 
the table or dialogue,make dialogue, and so on. 
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d. The Application of Worksheet 
Teacher‟s role was as a manager. The teacher had to plan, select, 
prepare,supervise, and evaluate the use of worksheet for students. Davies 
(1981:330)stated that, worksheet assignment should fill some conditions 
as follows: 
1) They should be a necessary part of the course. 
2) They are clearly assigned, with clear instruction for the completion. 
3) They are limited in length. A definite time limit should be placed for 
theircompletion. 
4) They should be planned and constructed properly so that, the students 
areable to complete the task independently. 
5) They should be corrected or assessed soon after they have been 
completed. 
To be successful in teaching English subject by using students‟ 
worksheet, the teachershould pay attention about the criteria in 
constructing or selecting good worksheetbefore applying it in his 
classes.UNESCO (United Nations of Education, Science, and Culture) in 
Asmawati(2008:13) stated that a good worksheet should contain: 
1) Objective of the activities. 
2) A list of the skill to be develop. 
3) A list of apparatus and material required. 
4) Essential instruction procedure. 
5) Some necessary safety precautions. 
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6) Questions leading students to make a relevant observation and 
deduction. 
7) Questions and problems that can guide students to think. 
8) Open-ended question involving further development of application 
andidea. 
9) Appropriate space for writing the answer and note. 
 
e. Function of Students’ Worksheet 
According to Andi Prastowo (2011: 205) we can know that the 
students‟ worksheet at least four functions, namely : 
1) As teaching materials that can minimize the role of the teacher, but 
rather to enable the students. 
2) As teaching materials that facilitate students to understand the material 
provided. 
3) As a concise instructional materials and rich tasks for practice. 
4) Facilitate the implementation of teaching to students. 
 
f. Various Form of Students’ Worksheet (LKS) 
Students‟ worksheet prepared with materials that will be studied 
by the student with the intent and specific purposes. The different 
packaging material on this students‟ worksheet respectively, resulting in 
students‟ worksheet have various kinds and forms. Andi Prastowo (2011: 
208) said that there are five different forms of worksheets that are often 
used by students, included : 
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1) Worksheets Help Students Find A Concept 
The students‟ worksheet type contains the student what to do, 
including doing, observing and analyzing. Therefore, teachers should 
formulate the steps that must be students, then students are asked to 
observe the phenomenon of activities. Furthermore, the teacher gives 
the analysis questions that help students to relate what they have 
observed phenomena with their own concepts. 
2) Worksheets Help Students Apply and Integrate Various Concept 
Students are required to apply the concepts they have learned in 
everyday life. How, students are asked to discuss an issue with each 
student to express opinions that can be accounted for. Thus, it has 
provided a way for implementing democratic values in students. 
3) Worksheets That Serve As Study Guides 
Students‟ worksheet this form containts questions and answers to these 
questions. So that students are able to memorize and understand the 
learning material that is in this book. Students‟ worksheet is also 
appropriate for the purposes of mediation. 
4) Worksheets That Serve As Reinforcement 
Students‟ worksheet this form is given after students finish studying a 
particular topic. Learning materials in this students‟ worksheet more 
leads to deepen, so it is suitable for enrichment worksheets. 
5) Worksheets That Serves As a Practical Guide 
In this form of worksheets, lab manual is one of the content (concent) 
of the students‟ worksheet. 
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The fifth form of worksheets that have been described above, it 
will not run properly without any books or other references, such as a book 
that is used for verification of materials for students. It the independent 
study, students must have the ability to read and study the teaching 
materials well. Given the capability, students have ample opportunity to 
achieve learning goals, if adequate learning resources available. 
 
g. The Weakness of Using Worksheet (LKS) 
In Permendikbudtahun 2016, there are some weakness to use 
Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS) in teaching and learning English, there are : 
1) Author Bibliography Does Not Include in the End of Book 
As stated in Permendikbud no. 8 tahun 2016 (chapter 4 verse 2) 
one requirement of textbook or non-textbook as materials in schools is 
including authors‟ bibliography that aimed to guarantee the quality of 
text book, together LKS. This consists of authors‟ name, expertise, 
literary works, education background and job experiences. So, by 
looking for bibliography, both students and teachers know whether or 
not this book compatible and able to support teaching and learning 
process. In contrary, no single LKS contain authors‟ identity, instead 
of a group of authors‟ name. Editor and illustrator did not appear as 
well. 
2) LKS Do Not Include References as the Source of Materials 
The books authors cannot work well without any supporting 
relevance sources which are agree or oppose with their thinking and 
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ideas. Therefore, they have to include references that usually put in the 
end of books (Permendikbud no. 8 tahun 2016 chapter 3 verse 7). So, 
it will be easier to see whether or not the LKS include to trustworthy 
and qualified books. However, no one from 8 English LKS fill this 
requirement, it can be assumed that all materials in LKS are not 
supported by educational experts‟ opinion or references. 
3) LKS Is Not Suitable For Young Learners‟ Characteristics 
a) No physical movement 
Questions, more questions and the most activities in LKS are 
answering questions with monotonous model, filling the blank, direct 
translation an dsentence completion are dominated question forms in 
LKS. Moreover, LKS does not give a chance for students to do physical 
movements. It allows students to sit down within hours with their 
paper and pencil. This fact contradicts to young learners characteristics 
that they like to play and do physical movement (Scoot & Ytreber: 
1990) 
b) Limited songs 
Pupils cannot be separated from singing and dancing wherever they are 
including in learning (Collins: 2004). So, teaching them should include 
those activities in order to be effective teaching and learning. Teacher 
employed song that related to topic to attract students or to cheer up 
classroom atmosphere when the boredom appears.  
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4) Grammatical Errors Are Found in LKS 
There are a lot of grammatical errors that can be found in LKS, 
mostly in constructing question. No editors include in this LKS. So, it 
can make the students get wrong materials. 
5) Direct Translation 
Direct translation consider as inappropriate strategy used in 
teaching English for young learners, teacher may translate new 
vocabulary by using media such as pictures, video or even gestures 
(Helliwell: 2012). The students cannot take any benefits for direct 
translation; they will easier to forget vocabulary that they got from 
direct translation. 
 
h. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Students Worksheet 
UNESCO (United Nations of Education, Science, and Culture) in 
Asmawati (2008:14), stated that, the use of worksheet in teaching English 
had someadvantages as follows: 
1) The students can keep it as a permanent record of their practical work. 
2) The students will not waste their valuable time instruction and 
writingthem up. 
3) The students are guided to make appropriate observation. 
4) The students can answer the written question as their own speed. 
5) The worksheet eases the trainer‟s task of supervising the practical 
lesson. 
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Based on Eviana (2008:16), the disadvantages of using students 
worksheet inlearning and teaching English were : 
1) It needs long time to do. 
2) The weaker students will be left from diligent students. 
3) The weaker students will get trouble. 
4) Teacher often has a problem that is difficulties in arranging the class. 
 
i. The Development of Students’ Worksheet (LKS) 
Setyosari (2015: 197) states develpoment in a very general sense 
means growth, slow change (evolution), and gradual change. Growing 
means that process is continually evolving toward perfection, whereas 
changing is becoming unlike the original, meaning it is expected that 
education will be ideal and perfect through certain stages or processes, 
need careful planning, manifestation of the planning and evaluation of 
each program that has been run. 
Wiryokusumo (2011: 48) argues that the essence of development 
is the effort of education both formal and non formal conducted, planned, 
directed, organized and consciously responsible in order  to introduce, 
cultivate, guide, develop a basic personality balance, whole knowledge, 
skills according to talents, desires and abilities, as a provision for self-
initiative to add, improve, develop themselves towards achievement of 
dignity, quality and optimal human ability and self independent. 
According to the experts‟ opinions above, they suggest that the 
development is an effort made consciously, planned, directed to make or to 
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improve so it becomes an increasingly useful product to improve the 
quality as an effort to create a better quality. 
The development of the student worksheet (LKS) can answer the 
students‟difficulties in learning and solving the problems. The 
implementation of LKS can help the schools in realizing the learning 
quality. The implementation of LKS can provide better planned, 
independent, complete learning activities and with clear output. The use of 
LKS in the learning process has been proven to improve the students‟ 
learning outcomes. This can be seen from the research results conducted 
by Nur Endah Assalma about the development of the students‟ worksheet 
with Project Based Approach and theme insight. The Student Worksheet 
(LKS) of the development result has been tasted on average validity and 
stated very valid by the three validators with the result of appraisal of 
88.45%. the developed LKS of Citizenship Education (Civics) result shows 
the average value of the students‟ learning outcomes of 90.27. the teachers 
and the students provide very high responses to the application of the 
developed  Student Worksheet (LKS) results with Project Based Approach 
and theme insight which are valid. 
The use of LKS should be implemented in daily learning 
practices in educational units because the success determinants of a 
learning lies in the competence of a teacher in managing the learning nad 
learning components that mutually support each other. As Rusman (2011: 
1) argues, learning is a system, consisting of various components that are 
interconnected with each other. These components include: objectives, 
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materials, method and evaluation. The four components of learning must 
be considered by teachers in choosing and determining what learning 
models will be used in learning activities. Teaching materials in the form 
of LKS as a learning component is expected teachers can develop in 
accordance with the needs of students. 
The role of teachers as facilitators, where the procurement of 
LKS is expected to change the learning conditions from which the teachers 
typically play a role determining what is learned in how to provide and 
enrich the students‟ learning experience in Civics Education. There are 
manyLKS available but not in accordance with the characteristics of 
students and the existing LKS has not yet contained many student projects 
or activities. 
 
j. Technical Requirements for the Students’ Worksheet (LKS) 
Arrangement 
The technical requirements emphasize the presentation of the 
Student Worksheet (LKS), namely in the form  of writing, pictures and 
appearance. 
1) Writing 
a) Using the printed letters and do not use Latin or Roman letters. 
b) Using bold, rather large bold for topics, not ordinary underlined 
letters. 
c) Using short sentences, no more than 10 words in a line. 
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d) Using frames to distinguish the command sentences with the 
students‟ answers. 
e) Trying to compare the size of the letters with the size of the image 
harmonious. 
2) Pictures 
A good picture for LKS is an image that can effectively convey the 
message/ content of the image to the LKS user. 
3) Appearance/ Display 
Display is very important in the Student Worksheet (LKS). The 
students will first be interested in the appearance rather than the 
content. 
The student Worksheet (LKS) is one of the materials used in 
teaching and learning in school. In learning subjects, LKS widely used to 
provoke the students‟ learning activities because with the LKS, the 
students will feel given moral responsibily to complete a task and feel the 
need to do it, especially if the teacher gives full attention to the results of 
student work in the LKS. 
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B. Previous Related Study 
There are some studies which are relevant to the study the researcher 
conducts here. This study can be supported by an extensive review of the 
literature on students perception using worksheet in learning English. In line 
with this, many researchers have been devoted to determining the usefulness 
of students perception using worksheet in learning English. 
The researcher took the endtitled  from Palepong (2002) in his study, 
Improving English Vocabulary by Using the Worksheet, concluded that using 
worksheet for improving the students‟ vocabulary was effective. He did his 
research at SMP Rajawali Makassar with the population 270 students (6 
classes) but only 45 students (1 class) was taken as sample. Based on the 
result from Palepong‟ calculation of students‟ score, it indicated that there was 
a significant difference of the students‟ mastering vocabulary before and after 
applying worksheet. The mean score, 8.5 can be classified as good 
classification and based on data analysis, the researcher concluded that 
worksheet was effective and can be used to improve students‟ English 
vocabulary. 
Aliponga (2013) that investigated sixteen Japanese students about 
students‟ opinion on benefits of the reading journal. His journal titled 
“Reading Journal: Its Benefits for Extensive Reading.” The term journal here 
is the same as the diary in the Extensive Reading class of the present study. It 
just has different name but the same use in the class. Based on the findings, it 
can be concluded that the reading journal motivated students to read more, 
enabled them to understand the main idea and important details of the reading 
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materials of their choice, and enabled them to think critically. Students‟ 
responses revealed that they were motivated to read more because the reading 
journal enabled them to learn new vocabulary, increased their reading speed, 
enabled them to concentrate, and aided them when they had trouble 
understanding the readings‟ content. This journal discusses about students‟ 
opinion on the benefits of the reading journal (diaries) while the present study 
is more about perception toward the use of diaries. 
Maya (2015) had conducted a research about The Attitude of the 
Eleventh Grade Students of SMA Negeri 2 Takalar toward the Use of 
Worksheet in Teaching English. She concluded that the students‟ attitude 
toward the use of worksheet in teaching English was positive based on the 
result of her questionnaire. The students strongly agreed with the positive 
statements about the use of worksheet and the result of her data analysis 
showed that the mean score was 79.5. It means that the students were very 
enthusiastic to learn English through the students‟ worksheet. 
And the last study is taken from Cahyaningrum (2007) in her journal 
titled “Students‟ Attitudes toward Book Report in Extensive Reading 2.” 
Again, the term book report here is the same as the diary in the Extensive 
Reading class of my study. This study investigates students‟ attitudes toward 
book report in Extensive Reading 2 course. There are three attitudes being 
investigated here, affective (feeling), cognitive (belief), and behavioral 
attitudes. The investigation is  conducted in two methods: questionnaires to 
study cognitive and affective responses and book reports (diaries) from seven 
students are used to analyze the behavioral attitudes. Thus, the data in this 
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research is taken from quantitative and qualitative data. Based on the findings 
from the research, it can be seen that students have positive attitudes toward 
book report (more than 80% have positive cognitive and affective attitudes 
and about 50% have positive behavioral attitudes). This journal discuss about 
attitudes toward book report (diaries) while my journal more about perception 
toward the use of diaries. 
Based on the previous studies above, the research were slightly 
different from the previous research. The first research had similiarity with 
this research in using worksheet but the different was this research use 
descriptive quantitave research and only focus on students‟ attitude  also 
vocabulary toward the use of worksheet. The second research also had 
similiarity in using worksheet, but in source of data was different because this 
research had different subject and only focus on students‟ attitude. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter, the researcher disscussed about research design, research 
setting, subject of the study, the research instrument, the data resources, technique 
of collecting data, technique of analyzing the data and the trustworthiness of the 
data. 
A. Research Design 
In this research the researcher used a descriptive qualitative research 
which provide an accurate description of observations of the phenomena in the 
form of words. Descriptive qualitative is a type of research which does not use 
any calculation or enumerating (Moleong, 2007: 2). According to David 
Nunan (1992: 23), qualitative research, on the other hand, assumes that all 
knowledge is relative, that there is a subjective element to all knowledge and 
research, and that holistic, ungeneralisable studies are justifiable (an 
ungeneralisable study is one in which the insights and outcomes generated by 
the research cannot be applied to context or situations beyond those in which 
data were collected). 
Cresswell (1994), a qualitative study is defined as an inquiry process 
of understanding a social or human problem, based on building a complex, 
holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants 
and conducted in a natural setting. Bogdan and Taylor (1975:5) states that 
qualitative research is a research procedure that produce descriptive data oral 
and written data from people or the things that has been observed.Qualitative 
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research studies are designed to obtain information concerning to the current 
state of phenomena. They are directed toward determining the nature of 
situation, as it exists at the time with respect to the variable of condition. 
The basic elements of qualitative research according to Sugiyono 
(2010:1) there are explained: 1) The researcher emphasized the nature data, 2) 
The researcher itself as instrument to get the data, 3) When doing the research, 
the research took a long time and intensive interaction, 4) The data is a form 
of words written or spoken from the informant/subject or the condition that 
has been observed, 5) The approachment is inductive, 6) The result of research 
is emphasized the meaning. Qualitative research studies are designed to obtain 
information concerning to the current state of phenomena. They are directed 
toward determining the nature of situation, as it exists at the time with respect 
to the variable of condition. 
Descriptive Study is research that looking for the information or 
problem and to identify patterns or trends in a situation. This research used 
qualitative research which is focus on the description to answer the questions 
about the students perception using worksheet in learning Englishat the 
seventh grade students of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year of 2018/ 
2019. 
 
B. Setting of the Research 
1. Place of the Research 
The research conducted at SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year 
of 2018/ 2019. The school is located at Jl. Mawar No. 1, Kadilangu, Baki, 
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Sukoharjo. The facilities of this school are complete enough. This school 
consists of about 30 classroom from seven until nine class. There are also  
headmaster’s room, teacher’s room, administrator’s room, computer 
laboratory, language laboratory, library, curriculum room, BP/ BK room, 
health room, multimedia room, dormitory, mosque, OSIS room, parking areas, 
toilets and canteen. The class is clean so the students is comfortable in 
learning process. Nevertheless, the researcher just observed on theseventh 
grade, there are VII A and VII B at SMP Negeri 1 Baki, and interviewed on 
teacher office. 
 
2. Time of the Research 
The research conducted about 12 months start of pre research until 
final report from October 2017 to November 2018. It concludes the pre 
research, action, and activities after the action. The researcher adjusted the 
research schedule with the lesson schedule of this school. 
Table 3.1, Schedule of the Research 
 Oct Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov 
Title Consultation           
Proposal Draft            
Proposal Draft 
Seminar 
          
Data Collection           
Data Analysis           
Research Report           
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C. Subject of the Study 
The data are the descriptive data of written or spoken words and 
observed behavior. The subject of the research were the seventh grade 
students of SMP Negeri 1 Sukoharjo in the academic year of 2018/ 2019. 
There are nine classes for the seventh grade students of the school. They are 
VIIA, VIIB, VIIC, VIID, VII E, VII F, VII G, VII H, and VII I. Each class 
contained more or less 30 students. So the total numbers of the whole students 
are more or less 270 students. Each class contained male and female students. 
In this research the researcher observed in the class VII A and VII B. The total 
numbers of students in VII A are 32 students, and VII B are 32 students. 
 
D. The Research Instrument 
The main instrument of this research was the researcher herself, 
because the research was the descriptive qualitative research. So, in this kind 
of research, the researcher was the main instrument of the research (Nasution, 
1992: 55). The researcher is main tool to get the information from the subject 
of the research. In collecting the data, this research used some additional 
instruments; recording equipment and field note book. 
 
E. The Data Resources 
The researcher used the interview to collect the data. H.B Sutopo 
(2002: 50-54) states that the data source in the descriptive research can be 
humans, events or activities, places or locations, things, various pictures and 
records, documents and achieves. The data resources in this research are the 
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people who answer the researcher’s questions. The researcher also used the 
observation to help collecting the data. Therefore, the data researcher is a 
process of something which is observed. 
1. The Object of Data 
The object of this research are the students who using worksheetin 
learning English at the seventh grade students of SMP Negeri 1 Bakiin the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019. 
2. Informant 
Informant is the people who give information to the researcher to help 
collect the data. The informants in this research are the English teacher of 
the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki and the students at the seventh 
grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki especially class VII A and VII B. 
 
F. Technique of Collecting Data 
The researcher used descriptive qualitative research, so in conducting 
the research the researcher does four ways to collect the data, such as doing 
observation, interview, documentation and questionnaire. 
1. Observation 
Observation is a technique which is done by observing and note 
taking the phenomenon that appeared systematically. In otherhand, 
observation is an activity of viewing and to get some information about the 
researcher’s subject. In detail Arikunto stated that observation is an effort of 
doing research in order to gain information to another people in order to get 
the people are able to give the information needed (Suharsimi, 1998: 136). 
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The researcher observed the activities in classroom and the teaching 
learning process using worksheet as a media through the way the teacher 
transfers the subject of learning English. In this case the researcher observed 
all of activities start from the opening class, the teaching learning process and 
the closing. 
The researcher also observed about the process of teaching learning 
in classroom to find out the problems in the implementation of using 
worksheet in learning English for the seventh grade students of SMP Negeri 1 
Baki. The students’ responses in teaching learning during the English lesson. 
2. Interview 
Sugiyono (2010:72) stated that the interview is connecting two 
people to exchange informations through asking question-giving the answer 
technique that resulted about the topic.McMilan (2012: 167), interview is a 
form of data collection in which questions were asked orally and subject’ 
responses were recorder, either verbatim or summarized. According to 
Blaxter, Hughes and Tight (1996: 158), there are three kinds of interview, 
namely: 
a. Unstructured interview 
Interview which is a conversational type of interview in which the 
questions arise from the situations. The interview is not planned in detail a 
head. 
b. Structured interview 
Interview that the schedule for the specific purpose of getting 
certain information from the subject. The questions are structured. 
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c. Semi structured interview 
Interview in which the area of interest is chosen and questions are 
formulated but the interviewer may modify the formal question during 
interview process. 
B Sutopo (2002: 59) stated that interview in the descriptive 
qualitative research is generally done by giving the open-ended questions 
which puposed to gain the deep information and it is done by using 
unstructured formally things in order to get the views of the subject observed 
about many things that brings advantages for gaining the details 
information.Interview is the way to asking the subject to help the researcher to 
collect the data. The researcher will get more information with 
interview.McNamara (1999) states that:  
a. Interviews are particularly useful for getting the story behind a 
participants’ experiences.  
b. The interviewer can pursue in-depth information around the topic.  
c. Interviews may be useful as follow up to certain respondents.  
From the definition above about interview the researcher conducted 
interview is a technique to gain the accurate or deep data information taken 
orally by the interviewer and the respondent or between two people such as 
unstructured interview, structured interview or semi structured interview. 
The interview would be done in order to get the further information 
about the students perception by using worksheet in learning English at the 
seventh grade students of SMP Negeri 1 Baki. In this way, the researcher as 
the interviewer asked the English teacher about the worksheet that used to 
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teach English and also about the students’ problem in learning English using 
worksheet. The researcher also ask some more  information to the teacher to 
completing the data. Beside that, the researcher also interview the students to 
know their problemsin learning English using students’ worksheet and to 
know their responses when teaching learning process. 
3. Questionnaire 
Questionnaire is list of question or statement about student’s 
perception that is given for them to measure the use of worksheet in learnning 
English.According to Arikunto (2010: 194), questionnaire is a number of 
written questions which is used to obtain information from respondents about 
personal report or things that they know. 
The questionnaire was taken from SMP Negeri 1 Baki. The first 
instrument used were questionnaires that consist of 19 questions using 
Lickert- Type Scale Response Anchors Level of Agreement and the 
questionnaire is adapted from Cahyaningrum in her journal titled “Students’ 
Attitudes toward Book Report in Extensive Reading 2” and from Shuhui in his 
book titled “An Introspective and Retrospective Diary Study of Extensive 
Reading.” The answers were categorized into four options: strongly agree, 
agree, disagree, and strongly disagree. 
4. Documentation 
The researcher used documentation to help support the data 
collection from the observation and interview. According to Sutopo (2002: 54) 
document is a written material which related with certain event or activities. 
Guba and Lincoln (1981:228) define that documentation is used as a prove in 
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qualitative research, documentation is very useful because documentation is 
natural way to get the data and accordance with the context which has been 
observed. Document is often used in research as a data source because in this 
technique, the researcher can get and collect the data directly and naturally. 
The documents in this research is all achieves or written information 
concerning with as Lesson Plan, syllabus, media and materials. These things 
applied in teaching and learning process of seventh grade. In this case, by 
using instrument that was document where could be seen in the teachers’ 
lesson plan and teachers’ material to teach English. 
 
G. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Moleong (2007: 280), describes analysing data as the process of 
organizing and putting consecuatively into pattern, category and unit in order 
to get theme for concluding hypothesis based on data. Miles and Huberman 
(1984) and Sutopo (2002: 2) defines three components of analyzing data, they 
are data reduction, data display and conclusing drawing. 
1. Data Reduction 
Reduction is the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying and 
abstracting the data. According to Sugiyono (2006: 338), reducing data means 
to summarize, choose the basic substance, focus on the important substances, 
find the theme and the pattern, and dispose the unnecessary. It starts when the 
researcher was in the field. There are many data collected from the 
observation, interview and documentation. In this research, the researcher 
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limited only to the descriptionstudents perception in learning English at the 
seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki. 
In this research, the data reduction was done by summarizing the raw 
data that were got from observation, interviews and documents. Then, the next 
thing did by the researcher was finding the data which are related with the 
research objectives and finding the pattern of it. Here the data related with the 
research were the data from observation, interview and documentation. 
2. Displaying Data 
In this step the researcher describes the finding of the research in the 
form of systematic classification. Therefore it is easy to be understood and to 
be analyzed. Display of the data is a descriptive of the data. Data display is a 
set of information which have been classified and organized based on the data 
reduction which leads to conclusion (Miles and Huberman, 1992: 17). This 
technique was used in arranging information description or narration in order 
to draw the conclusion. By presenting the data, the researcher considered what 
we should do. In addition, we could make the analysis or take the order action-
based on her understanding. The researcher displayed the data then described 
it. After describing the data, the reseracher made analysis about the data. The 
researcher presented the data from the interaction between teacher-students in 
the English class at the seventh grade stduents of SMP Negeri 1 Baki and 
problem occur interaction in English class by using worksheet at the seventh 
grade stduents of SMP Negeri 1 Baki. 
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3. Conclusion and Verification 
This stages show the final result of the research. It consist of 
conclusion and verification. The researcher draws the conclusion and 
interpretation related to the data. The last step is making conclussion and 
suggestion based on the data analysis having sum up and classified the data 
have been obtained, the researcher the infers the research finding into a single 
overall conclusion accordingly the research data. 
 
H. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
According to Cresswell (2008:266) states that qualitative inquires 
triangulate among different data sources to enhance the accuracy of the study. 
Triangulation is a technique to get the data from three angles. According to 
Moleong (2007: 178), triangulation is a technique of examining the 
truthworthiness of data by using something excluding the data to check or to 
compare the data. Triangulation is divided into four techniques; (1) 
triangulation by using resources (2) triangulation by using methods (3) 
triangulation by using theories. 
Triangulation by using recources means that the researcher will 
compare and recheck the credibility of information found in the observation 
with the data of interview and compare it with related documents. 
Triangulation by using methods means that the researcher check the credibility 
of the research and the data resources by using several data collecting 
tehniques and analyze the data by the same method. And the last triangulation 
by using theories, it is a technique of examining data by finding standard of 
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comparison from an analysis explanation as a supporting data to get a valid 
evidence of the research result. 
In this research, the researcher used triangulation of method, it means 
that the researcher is comparing the data taken from observation which had 
been held during teaching and learning process and the data from interview 
and documents which have the same source. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
  
In this chapter, the researcher discusses the research findings and 
discussion. The research findings consist of the description of the data found. The 
research findings discussed by presenting the data from observation, interview and 
questionnaire. This chapter described about the students‟ perception on using 
students‟ worksheet (LKS) in learning English and the students‟ problems in 
learning English on using students‟ worksheet (LKS) at the seventh grade of SMP 
Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year of 2018/ 2019. 
A. Research Finding 
Based on the result of observation, interview and questionnaire to the 
subject of the study, the researcher presents the finding of the students‟ 
perception on using students‟ worksheet (LKS) in learning Englishat the 
seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year of 2018/ 2019.The 
purpose of research finding is to describe or answer the research problems in 
first chapter. In general, this research described the students‟ perception on 
using students‟ worksheet (LKS) in learning English and the students‟ 
problems in learning English on using students‟ worksheet (LKS) at the 
seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year of 2018/ 2019. The 
data were also taken from documentation. 
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1. Students’ Perception on Using Students Worksheet (LKS) in Learning 
English 
In learning, especially in the field of English language teachers in 
SMP Negeri 1 Baki uses several media; pictures, LCD, song, students 
worksheet and textbook. Students‟ worksheet must be owned by the students. 
Not required to have textbook due to the economic level of parents is not the 
same with each other and there are many lessons. So one solution is to use 
students‟ worksheet that students‟ independently can work to gain knowledge. 
One of the research question of this study is: „What are the students‟ 
perception on using students‟ worksheet (LKS) in learning English?‟ In order 
to answer that question, the researcher distributed the questionnaire in the 
English class at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the academic year 
of 2018/ 2019 especially in class VII A and VII B, the participants of this 
study were 32 students of English class in VII A and 32 students of English 
class in VII B. The discussion divided into 19 points based on the questions on 
the questionnaire and the students‟ answer categorized into two categories: 
agree and disagree that is from the questionnaire. 
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Table 4. 1, Result of Questionnaire 
No Statements Agree Disagree 
1 Students‟ Worksheet motivated me to read 
more and improve my reading skill 
60 (93.75%) 4 (6.25%) 
2 Students‟ Worksheet motivated me to 
write more and improve my writing skill 
54 (84.5%) 10 (15.5%) 
3 Students‟ Worksheet motivated me to 
improve my listening skill 
40 (62.5%) 24 (37.5%) 
4 Students‟ Worksheet motivated me to 
speak English more and improve my 
speaking skill 
45 (70.4%) 19 (29.6%) 
5 Students‟ Worksheet enabled me to 
understand the main idea and important 
details of the English material 
40 (62.5%) 24 (37.5%) 
6 Students‟ Worksheet enabled me to think 
critically about the main topic 
36 (56.25%) 28 (43.75%) 
7 Students‟ Worksheet enabled me to learn 
new vocabularies 
48 (75%) 16 (25%) 
8 Students‟  Worksheet increase my 
knowledge about English language 
64 (100%) 0 (0%) 
9 Students‟  Worksheet enabled me to 
concentrate learning English 
50 (78%) 14 (22%) 
10 Students‟  Worksheet helps me to learn 
English more easy 
54 (84.5%) 10 (15.5%) 
11 Students‟  Worksheet helps me to improve 
my English skills 
54 (84.5%) 10 (15.5%) 
12 Students‟  Worksheet helps me to improve 
my reading skills because more exercise 
60 (93.75%) 4 (6.25%) 
13 Students‟  Worksheet helps me to learn 
English faster 
55 (86%) 9 (14%) 
14 Students‟  Worksheet give me chance to 
become an autonomous learner  
52 (81.25%) 12 (18.75%) 
15 Students‟ Worksheet make me more enjoy 
learning English with more exercises 
54 (84.5%) 10 (15.5%) 
16 Students‟ Worksheet make me faster to 
understand the English material 
60 (93.75%) 4 (6.25%) 
17 Material in Students‟ Worksheet is enough 
complete to learn English 
64 (100%) 0 (0%) 
18 Not interesting with Students‟ Worksheet 
because the paper just white-black 
54 (84.5%) 10 (15.5%) 
19 Pictures in Students‟ Worksheet is not 
clear 
55 (86%) 9 (14%) 
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From the data above, the researcher concluded that the data shows 
most of the students at the seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki in the 
academic year of 2018/ 2019, especially class VII A and VII B, agree that 
students‟ worksheet (LKS) help them to learning English language and 
improve their English skills; speaking, reading, writing and listening. With the 
students‟ worksheet (LKS) in learning English the students enjoy and tried of 
doing to learn and can help students to achieve the goal of 
learning.Specifically, 80% students agree and 20% students disagree. 
The data in point one shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) motivated them to read more and improve their 
reading skill. Specifically,93.75% students agree and 6.25% students disagree. 
A.R.L states “Because in learning English, I had to know the main topic of the 
material, So it was motivatingme to read and improve my 
reading skill through the exercises and text in the students‟ 
worksheet.” 
 
A.R.Lsaid that she feels motivated to read more because she needs to know 
the main point of the material in each chapter in students‟ worksheet (LKS) 
and also students‟ worksheet can improve her reading skill through the 
exercises and text that are in students‟ worksheet. For the example, in page of 
number 30 and 31 in the students‟ worksheet (LKS). There are texts in the 
exercise, so the students feel motivated to read the text so that answer the 
questions correctly. 
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Picture 4.1, Texts Can Improve Reading Skill of the Students 
   
As stated by Harmer (1998: 70) reading is an incredibly active 
occupation. To do it successfully, we have to understand what the words 
mean, see the pictures the words are painting and understand the arguments. 
However, few students did not feel that way, because they only interested in 
reading something that they liked and materials in Reading class were not the 
reading that they liked. It is in line with Goodman in Wanasasomshiti (2015) 
argues that “students are much likely to read with enthusiasm if they have 
made the decision about what they read.” 
The data in point two shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet motivated them to write more and improve their writing 
skill. Specifically, 84.5% students agree and 15.5% students disagree. 
D.N.S states “Yes, it really helps me to improve my writing skill through the 
exercises in the students‟ worksheet, if my answered the 
exercise automatically can improve my writing skill.” 
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D.N.S said that she feels motivated to write more because in the students‟ 
worksheet is a lot of exercises so if she is diligent in working on questions her 
writing skills can increase.However, some students answered disagree because 
sometimes they are lazy to answer the exercises.For example, in the page of 
number 26 in the students‟ worksheet (LKS). The students feel motivated to 
write and answer the questions, so that their writing skill can improve. The 
students write what their think about the answer of questions. 
Picture 4.2, Exercises Can Improve Writing Skill of the Students 
 
Brown (2001: 336), writing is a two-step process. The first process is 
figuring out the meaning and the second process is putting the meaning into 
language. Writing represents what we think. Students who are reluctant to 
write things down often suffer for this activity. The students find difficulties 
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when they start looking for some reasons to write and producing written 
sentences. 
The data in point three shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet motivated them to improve their listening skill. 
Specifically, 62.5% students agree and 37.5% students disagree. 
D.M.P states “Yes, agree that students‟ worksheet (LKS) can improve my 
listening skill, although the listening section in the LKS not too 
much.” 
D.M.P said that students‟ worksheet (LKS) can improve listening skill 
although the listening section in the LKS not too much. But if the teacher tells 
the material in students‟ worksheet in front of class automatically, improve her 
listening skill by the sounds of the teacher. As stated by Brown (2001: 247), 
listening is a major component in language learning and teaching because in 
the classroom learners do more listening than speaking. It means that, 
listening is the important thing in daily activities through listening we can 
interpret the meaning. The students‟ answer disagree because listening section 
in the students‟ worksheet not help the students to improve their listening skill 
and if too much is explaned by the teacher in front of class, it makes some 
students bored. As stated by Nunan (2003: 24), listening is an active, 
purposeful process of making sense of what we hear. It means that we should 
interpret the meaning from what we hear, therefore listening is an active skill. 
The data in point four shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet motivated them to speak English more and improve their 
speaking skill. Specifically, 71% students agree and 29% students disagree. 
N.Z.S states “Yes, I am agree that students‟ worksheet (LKS) can improve my 
speaking skill. For example when the teacher teaches about 
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greeting, so that the students introduce theirself in front of the 
class on by one or sometimes the teacher also tells the students 
to imitate what she said.” 
N.Z.S said that material in students‟ worksheet can improve her speaking skill, 
because sometimes the teacher asked to the students to speak in front of the 
class one by one and imitate what the teacher said to train their pronunciation. 
For example, the page of number 22 and 23 in the students‟ worksheet (LKS). 
There are materials about pronunciation and spelling. 
Picture 4.3, Materials about Pronunciation, Spelling and 
DialogsCan Improve Speaking Skill of the Students 
      
Cameron (2001: 40), speaking is the active use of language to 
express meanings so that other people can make sense of them. Moreover, it is 
recognized as an interactive, social and contextualized communicative event. 
The students‟ answer disagree because speaking in the students‟ worksheet not 
help the students to improve their speaking skill, because with LKS the 
students just focus on answering the questions in the LKS. 
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In the point one until four, it can be concluded that the students feel 
motivated to read and write more because in the students‟ worksheet there are 
a lot of exercise. If the students motivated to read and answer the question, 
automatically can improve their reading and writing skills. The students also 
can better understand the material in each chapter after or before the English 
teacher explains. Furthermore, the students feel motivated to speak more 
because the students‟ worksheet contain dialog or conversation, and 
sometimes the students interest when the English teacher asked them to speak 
in front of the class. The students motivated to listen more because the are 
some part in the students‟ worksheet contain material to improve their 
listening skill. 
The data in point five shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet enabled the students to understand the main idea and 
important details of the English material. Specifically, 62.5% students agree 
and 37.5% students disagree. 
G.A.P states “Students‟ worksheet (LKS) can help me to undersand the 
material of each chapter. Because material in the LKS even 
though it‟s a little but it‟s complete and easy to understand.” 
G.A.P said that Students‟ worksheet (LKS) enable the student to understand 
the main idea and important details of English material, even though the 
material is a little but easy to understand. A few of students‟ answer disagree 
because students‟ worksheet not help the students to understand the material 
so the students need the other sources. 
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The data in point six shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet enabled them to think critically about the main topic. 
Specifically, 56.25% students agree and 43.75% students disagree. 
N.P.U states “Yes, it improved my skill to make conclusion and comment 
about thelanguage style in students‟ worksheet. I usually make 
writing summary of the material in LKS. So I think that 
students‟ worksheet really helps.” 
 
N.P.U said that she usually makes a summary  of the material in LKS. With 
students‟ worksheet, she can make conclusions and comment about the 
material in students‟ worksheet, it means that some of the students enable to 
think critically about the main topic. It is in line with Aliponga (2013) that 
stated “It is possible that when students wrote the summary of their readings, 
they had to analyze, synthesize and evaluate what they read, which are 
essential steps in critical thinking process. However, some students‟ answered 
disagree because students‟ worksheet not help the students to think critically 
about the material. 
The data in point seven shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet enabled the students to learn new vocabularies. 
Specifically, 75% students agree and 25% students disagree. 
N.Y.P states “Of course, its help me add new vocabularies by reading each 
questions or texts in the students‟ worksheet.” 
N.Y.P said that she feels motivated to know the difficult words to make 
hereasier to understand the meaning on the LKS, and by the reading the texts 
that are in the students‟ worksheet the students motivated to find the difficult 
words on the dictionary or ask to her English teacher. Aliponga (2013) 
thatstated “the texts they read predominantly contain high-frequency 
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vocabulary andstructures... students at this level will be challenged to 
comprehend more complex texts.” So, the students feel motivated to learn new 
vocabularies. Some of students‟ answer disagree because students‟ worksheet 
not help the students to learn new vocabularies just help how to answer the 
exercises. 
The data in point eight shows that all of the students (100%) agree 
that Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) increase their knowledge about English 
language. 
E.W.W states “Students‟ worksheet (LKS) is very helpful especially to myself 
increase my knowledge about English language and improve 
my English skill. Beside being explained by the teacher, by 
reading and doing practice questions on LKS has help me in 
learning English.” 
E.W.W said that LKS is very helpful for students in understanding each 
chapter that they must master in order to be clever in English subject and get 
the best score in exam. By reading and doing the exercises on LKS can help 
the students increase their knowledge about English language. 
In the point five until ten, it can be concluded that the students‟ 
worksheet can increase the students‟ knowledge about English skills. Learning 
English with students‟ worksheet (LKS) can make students think critically 
because the material in each chapters in the LKS is quite short so the students 
must understand well. Beside that the vocabulary that students have will 
increase because if they do not know the meaning, they will find out in the 
dictionary before explained by the English teacher. 
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The data in point nine shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) enabled the students to concentrate learning 
English. Specifically, 78% students agree and 22% students disagree. 
T.A.D states “Students‟ worksheet (LKS) can help me focus to learn English, 
and the material is enough complete. It really helps my 
concentration, because if. I study with LKS, I feel enough and no 
longer need to use another book.” 
 
T.A.D said that students‟ worksheet (LKS) can help her focus to learn English, 
and the material is enough complete. It really helps herconcentration, and she 
did not need to use another book to get the material. Some of students‟ 
answered disagree because not only students‟ worksheet can help the students 
to learn English language, sometimes the students looking for the material that 
is not available in other books or internet. 
The data in point ten shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet helps the students to learn English more easy. 
Specifically, 84.5% students agree and 15.5% students disagree. 
N.A states “Material in the students‟ worksheet is not long-winded but 
immediately discussed the subject and clearly discussed each 
chapter.” 
N.A said that although the LKS is not thick but the material in each chapter is 
quite complete and also the material is not long-winded. In addition there is 
material or discussion also has exercises, texts and short conversation to 
increase students‟ ability to learn English. However, some of students‟ 
answered disagree because sometimes the material makes students confused, 
for example the lesson about simple present if it is not explained first the 
meaning according to some students a little difficulty. 
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The data in point eleven shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet helps them to improve their English skills. Specifically, 
84.5% students agree and 15.5% students disagree. 
E.M.P states “Students‟ worksheet (LKS) is very helpful to improve their four 
English skills; speaking, reading, listening and writing.” 
 
E.M.P said that students‟ worksheet is very helpful to improve their skills in 
learning English. She feels motivated to read more because she needs to know 
the main point of the material in each chapters in students‟ worksheet (LKS) 
and also students‟ worksheet can improve her reading, speaking, writing and 
listening skills through the exercises and text that are in students‟ worksheet. 
A few students‟ answer disagree because sometimes the material makes 
students confused and some of the material is not too much, for example 
speaking skill. 
The data in point twelve shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet helps the students to improve their reading skills because 
more exercise. Specifically, 93.75% students agree and 6.25% students 
disagree. 
A.D.M states “Yes, I like to do exercises in students‟ worksheet because my 
reading ability can improve and in the classroom sometimes 
mrs. Latifah told to me and my friends to read and answer the 
questions in LKS one by one.” 
 
A.D.M said that she likes if her teacher asked to all of the students to read and 
answer the questions that in the LKS, and its can improve her reading ability. 
However, some of students answered disagree because sometimes they are not 
interesting to read the materal in the students‟ worksheet (LKS). 
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The data in point thirteen shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet (LKS)helps the students to learn English faster. 
Specifically, 86% students agree and 14% students disagree. 
R.P.P states “Yes, of course Students‟ worksheet (LKS) help me to learn 
English language faster. Material in students‟ worksheet is clear 
and easy to remember.” 
 
R.P.P said that Students‟ worksheet (LKS) help the student to learn English 
language more faster. Because material in students‟ worksheet is clear and 
easy to remember. Some of students answered disagree because the material in 
LKS is not like the other books that have introduction so that they sometimes 
feel confused when directly given material. 
The data in point fourteen shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟Worksheet (LKS)give the students chance to become an autonomous 
learner. Specifically, 81.25% students agree and 18.75% students disagree. 
S.D.A states “With students‟ worksheet (LKS) I can learn by myself without 
being accompanied by a teacher or parent, although in the 
classroom my teacher has taught the material in front of class.” 
 
S.D.A said that she can learn the English material by herself, although in the 
classroom her teacher has taught the material in front of the class. Sometimes, 
the teacher also gives assignments in LKS if the teacher has other interests, 
such as meetings. However, few of students answered disagree because 
sometimes they are difficult to understand without being explained by parent 
when study at home. 
In the point eleven until fourteen, it can be concluded that the 
students feel more independent and can learn English without being 
accompanied because the material in the students‟ worksheet is already 
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equipped with exercise or texts so the students understand the material more 
quickly. 
The data in point fiveteen shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet make their more enjoy learning English with more 
exercises. Specifically, 84.5% students agree and 15.5% students disagree. 
S.I.L states “For me, more exercises that are in students‟ worksheet can 
increase my knowledge and insight after the material is 
explained by the teacher. So, I am enjoying in learning English 
use LKS.” 
 
S.L.L said that she feels enjoy in learning English because in the students‟ 
worksheet has a lot of exercises. Some of students answered disagree because 
sometimes the exercises that are in LKS make students bored. 
The data in point sixteen shows that most of the students agree that 
Students‟ Worksheet make the students faster to understand the English 
material. Specifically, 93.25% students agree and 6.75% students disagree. 
D. M states “Of course, LKS make me faster to understand the English 
material, every teacher teaches English always using LKS and 
really helps me in learning English language quickly.” 
 
D.M said that learning English using LKS helps herfaster to understand the 
English material, and every teacher teaches English always using LKS because 
the material is enough complete and simple. However, few of students 
answered disagree because sometimes the exercises that are in LKS make 
bored and not interest for the students. 
The data in point seventeen shows that all of the students 
(100%)agree that Material in Students‟ Worksheet is complete enough to learn 
English. 
R.P.S states “Yes, the material in LKS is complete enough, contains discussion 
of material and practice questions. 
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R.P.S agree that material in students‟ worksheet (LKS) is complete enough 
because contains discussion of material and practice questions. This new look 
LKS is printed also based on 5 M elements in the 2013 curriculum. 
The data in point eighteen shows that the most of the studentsagree 
that not interesting learning English with Students‟ Worksheet because the 
paper just plain white and black. Specifically, 84.5% students agree and 15.5% 
students disagree. 
P.P.S states “Actually, I feel enjoy learning English using LKS but what I do 
not like is that the paper of Students‟ worksheet are blurry or 
black and white, so sometimes writing or drawing is not clear. If 
it is repeatedly opened it will be easily damaged. 
 
P.P.S said that he does not like learning English using worksheet because the 
paper is blurry or black and white, it makes writing or drawing is not clear, but 
actually learning using LKS is enjoy. Sometimes if he added writing to 
remember difficult words it even makes it tidy.However, some of students 
answered disagree because paper is not problem to learn English language 
uses students‟ worksheet. 
The data in point nineteen shows that the most of the studentsagree 
that pictures in Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) is not clear. Specifically, 86% 
students agree and 14% students disagree. 
D.M states “Yes, the pictures that in the students‟ worksheet is not clear, 
sometimes is very difficult to describe what is in the picture.”  
 
D.M said that the picture that in the students‟ worksheet is not clear 
sometimes is very difficult to describe when the teacher asked to describe 
about the pictures. Some of students answered disagree because unclear 
picturesin the students‟ worksheet(LKS) are not problem to learn English 
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language. When the students learnt English language, the students learnt the 
four skills in English. There are listening, reading, speaking and writing. In the 
students‟worksheet also contain the text, dialogue, questions and 
vocabularies.In this research, the researcher used interview and questionnaire 
to collect the data. The researcher got the data about the  students‟ worksheet 
(LKS) that students use in learning English develop their basic of English 
skills. The following are the result : 
a. Listening Skill 
There were about sixty four (64; 100%) respondents in this 
research, there are class VII A and VII B. The result of the students‟ 
worksheet helped students to increase their listening skill. Moreover, there 
were fourty (40; 62.5%) respondentswho gave statement “Agree”, and 
twenty four (24; 37.5%) respondents gave statement “Disagree” that 
students‟ worksheet helped their listening skills in Learning English 
especially at seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki. The teacher‟s said only 
several chapter that explain about listening in students‟ worksheet but can 
help the students‟ increase their listening skill. 
Listening is process where the English teacher gives the native 
speaker dialogue to the students based on the script in the students‟ 
worksheet(LKS). During the process of listening section the students 
should pay attention to the script and sound. The concentration of each 
student was very important in the listening section. Listening is aimed to 
get students attention about the theme. In the listening section the students 
learnt about understanding and memorizing. 
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Understanding is the process after the students class VII A and 
VII B heard what the native speaker dialogue. Students understood and 
knew the meaning of the native speaker said. In dialogue, there were many 
difficult vocabularies to understand, and the English teacher helps the 
students to understand the meaning. In improving listening skills, students 
were listening in order to improve also understand. After the listening 
section, students were curious to know about the vocabularies of the 
dialogue. They tried to search the meaning or the difficult sentences or 
words in dictionary. Actually, material about listening in students‟ 
worksheet is a little but it helps the students improve their listening ability. 
Memorizing is one of important points in the listening 
skills.Students memorize the dialogue script according to the native 
speaker. Inthis process, the researcher asked the students that they 
reallyunderstood the meaning of the dialogue or just memorizing. 
Exactly,students really understood the contents of the dialogue as 
meaning. Itaims to get maximum results in the listening section. After the 
listening section, students were more curious to know the mean ofEnglish 
dialogue 
b. Reading Skill 
There were about sixty four (64; 100%) respondents in this 
research, there are class VII A and VII B. The result of the students‟ 
worksheet helped students to increase their reading skill. Moreover, there 
were sixty (60; 93.75%) respondents who gave statement “Agree”, and 
four(4; 6.25%)respondents who gave statement “Disagree” that students‟ 
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worksheet helped their reading skills in Learning English. They are often 
read the text that in the students‟ worksheet (LKS) to improve reading 
skill. 
In the students‟ worksheet (LKS) there are many text in each 
chapter. Beside that many question or task that contain about the text so 
that can help increase the students reading skill. The teacher said that when 
discuss the task, the students read the question one by one and answer the 
question based on the choise. The students said that they are enjoy in 
teaching and learning process on using students‟ worksheet (LKS) because 
when they read the exercices, they also learn reading skill. 
c. Speaking Skill 
There were about sixty four(64;100%)respondents in this 
research, there are class VII A and VII B. The result of the students‟ 
worksheet helped students to increase their speaking skill. Moreover, there 
were fourty five(45; 70.4%) respondents who gave statement “Agree”, and 
nineteen(19; 29.6%) respondents gave statement “Disagree” that students‟ 
worksheet helped their speaking skills in Learning English. The students 
said although only several chapter that contain about speaking skill in 
students‟ worksheet (LKS)but can help the students‟ increase their 
speaking skill. 
The students‟ said that they speak in front of class when 
exercises in the students‟ worksheet order to present in front of class. For 
example, when the material about greeting, so one by one the students 
introduce about theirself in front of the class and corrected by the teacher. 
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Speaking in front of the class also to teach mentality of the students.The 
reasons based on students‟ perception, why speaking in front of class can 
train students‟ mentality and speaking skills, there are: 
1) Increase confidence if the students often speak in front of class. 
2) More understand how to speak English because corrected by the 
teacher. 
3) Be active in teaching and learning English process in the classroom. 
d. Writing Skill 
Writing skill is one productive skill in learning English. In the 
students‟ worksheet there are part in several chapter the students write the 
short story based on the theme. It is can improve the students ability 
especially in writing skill. In the students worksheet also be found the 
exercise in form essay, fill in the blank, multiple choice and etc. 
automatically can help the students train their ability. 
There were about sixty four(64;100%) respondents in this 
research, there are class VII A and VII B. The result of the students‟ 
worksheet helped students to increase their writing skill. Moreover, there 
were fivety four(54; 84.5%) respondents who gave statement “Agree”, and 
ten(10; 15.5%) respondents gave statement “Disagree” that students‟ 
worksheet helped their writing skills in Learning English. The teacher‟s 
said that the students learnt about wrting skill through exercise of students‟ 
worksheet to improve the students‟ writing skill. 
Writing‟s process where the English teacher gives the students 
exercise to write the story based on the material in students‟ worksheet. 
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For example, when the material about descriptive text, the students 
describe about something or someone based their own word. This process 
can improve their writing skill. 
In a process of learning and teaching there are two very 
important elements; the method and media of teaching and learning, both 
of these aspect are interrelated. Selection of one particular teaching 
method will affect the type of media that used, although there are various 
other aspects that must be considered in choosing the media that use as 
tool and a stimulus to the thoughts, feelings, concern and clarify the 
students‟ comprehension in the subject matter. 
Media is tool used to shape and support the learning process. 
Then, in use should be prepared properly in order to the purpose of the 
learning process can be achieved. Concerns about media usage problems, 
the researchers also conducted interviews with the English teacher who 
started with the preparation of the teacher before starting the learning 
process and how the teacher use the media, and the election media.  
So, students‟ worksheet (LKS) as media teaching and learning 
English language in SMP Negeri 1 Baki effectively to help students 
improve their skills or ability about English. The students are interested 
and able to change anything better. Media in the learning process is very 
useful because it can stimulate students so motivated. Without media 
teachers will find it difficult to teach and make students quickly bored if 
teacher in SMP Negeri 1 Baki mostly still use the lecture method, 
assignment and others. With the possibility of media, students are better in 
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comprehend the teaching objectives, teaching methods will be more varied 
and students more learning activities. 
 
2. Students’ Problems on Using Students Worksheet (LKS) in Learning 
English 
In learning English on using Students‟ Worksheet (LKS), the 
students of seventh grade especially in the SMP Negeri 1 Baki in classes VII 
Ahave problems such as : 
1. Contain Grammatical Error Are Found in the Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
There are a lot of grammatical errors that can be found in students‟ 
worksheet (LKS), mostly in constructing question. Those error found 
mostly in LKS developed by a group of English teachers in certain area. 
No editors include in this LKS. So, it can make the students get wrong 
materials. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu apa masalah yang di alami ketika 
belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
S.D.A : Kalau menurut aku itu pak, kadang di soal-soal 
salah, kemarin itu pas aku ngerjain soal pilihan 
ganda harusnya kalau orangnya satu di kasih is, 
kalau lebih dari satu are, iya kan pak? 
 
As student said that when she did exercises in students‟ worksheet (LKS), 
she found grammatical error. 
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Picture 4.4,Contain Grammatical Error in Students’ 
Worksheet (LKS) 
 
In the question number 10 is incorrect question because the subject is 
singular but use tobe “are”. It should be added “-s” in word student if the 
tobe “are”. The question it should be in the following form: 
10. The students are doing experiment in the ..... 
2. The Pictures in Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) Not Interesting in Terms of the 
Color 
In the students‟ worksheet there are contain pictures about the material in 
each chapter. But the pictures are not colorful, so do not make the students 
interesting about the pictures. The paper inLKS also just plain black and 
white. It makes the students sometimes did not know the meaning of the 
pictures so that the students are difficult to understand or explain about the 
pictures in the students‟ worksheet. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu apa masalah yang kamu alami 
ketika belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
M.K.D : Itu pak, aku ga terlalu suka karena gambar-
gambar yang di LKS ga jelas soalnya warnanya ga 
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ada pak. Sulit di jelasin pak kalau gambarnya ga 
jelas. 
 
As student said that she did not like students‟ worksheet (LKS) because 
pictures in LKS is not colorfull so sometimes difficult to describe it. 
Picture4.5,  Students’ Worksheet is not Interesting of the Color 
 
3. Students‟ Perception Like Singing but Contain Only Few Song in 
Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
The teacher in teaching English language the students should include those 
activities in order to be effective teaching and learning process. Teacher 
employed song that related to topic to attract students or to cheer up 
classroom atmosphere when the boredom appears. In the students‟ 
worksheet only contain few the song to get attention the students so the 
students in learning English feel happy and enjoy. This is also making the 
students get the best score in English subject. 
In the students‟ worksheet (LKS)that used for teaching and learning 
English, contain song but only one song from Bruno Mars with title 
“Count on Me”in the chapter fourwith the theme about “That‟s What 
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Friends Are Supposed To Do”. In the others chapter there is no song to 
interest the students in learning English. 
Researcher : Kalau menurut kamu, apa masalah yang di alami 
ketika belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS? 
E.M.P : Kalau buat aku itu pak, lagu-lagunya dikit. Kan 
seru pak kalau banyak lagunya, bisa belajar sambil 
bernyanyi jadi ga bosen terus lebih seru pak pas di 
kelas. 
 
As student said that in students‟ worksheet (LKS)only contain few song. 
She is happier that learning Englishin the classroom with singing but in the 
students‟ worksheet (LKS) only contain a song in chapter four by Bruno 
Mars with title “Count on Me”, and it is too difficult for the students to 
understand about the meaning of the song. 
Picture4.6,Contain Only Few  Song in Students’ Worksheet 
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4. Direct Translation in Students‟ Worksheet(LKS) 
Direct translation found in students‟ worksheet (LKS) especially in In 
learning English the students can not take any benefits for direct 
translation, they will be easier to forget the vocabulary that they got from 
direct translation.  
Researcher : Menurut kamu apa masalah yang di alami ketika 
belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
H.P.C : Ini pak, di LKSko ada yang langsung di artiin ya 
pak kalau gitu nanti ga bikin pinter pak. (sambil 
menunjukkan yang di maksud menggunakan LKS). 
 
As student said that there is direct translation part of students‟ worksheet, 
so according to the studentdirect translationdo not make smart and 
diligent. Sometimes direct translations that contain in LKS also make the 
students lazy to open dictionary so they have become accustomed with the 
direct translation.  
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Picture4.7, Direct Translations in Students’ Worksheet 
 
The topic above is about positive and negative sentences. In the point “b” 
and “c” should not direct translation, the students who do not know the 
meaning can open the dictionary or asking to their English teacher. 
5. Author Bibliography Does Not Include in the End of Students‟ Worksheet 
(LKS) 
Authors‟ bibliography is aimed to guarantee the quality of students‟ 
worksheet (LKS). This consists of authors‟ name, expertise, literary works, 
education background and job experiences. So, by looking for 
bibliography, both students and teachers know whether or not this book 
compatible and able to support teaching and learning process. In the 
Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS) there is no author bibliography in the end of 
book, it can make the quality of students‟ worksheet decrease because the 
students hope author bibliography included in the students‟ worksheet 
(LKS). 
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Picture4.8, Author Bibliography Does Not Include in the 
End of Students’ Worksheet 
 
In the of the students‟ worksheet (LKS), there is no author bibliography 
but in the end of LKS there is quote from Ralph Marstone. 
6. Incorrect Words are Found in Students‟ Worksheet 
In students‟ worksheet (LKS) found the incorrect words, so make the 
students sometimes confused to find the correct meaning when the 
students search in dictionary. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, apa masalah yang di alami ketika 
belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
H.K : Itu pak kalau menurutku banyak salah-salah nulis, 
typo-typo gitu pak.  
As student said that many incorrect words are found in students‟ 
worksheet (LKS).For the example in the one of text about “My House” 
somake the students confused what the meaning of the text. Beside that the 
incorrect words can make the students got the wrong material if the 
teacher does not revise the incorrect words. 
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Picture 4.9, Students’ Worksheet (LKS) Contain Incorrect Words 
 
In the text above, about My Housein the third paragraphthe students found 
incorrect word, the correct sentences should be in the following form : 
 In the living room there some chairs and a table ..... . 
7. LKS Do Not Include References as the Source of Materials 
In the students worksheet the researcher did not found the references as the 
source of material in the End of book or in the part of book. It can be 
assumed that all materials in LKS are not supported by educational 
experts‟ opinion or references.  
Researcher : Menurut kamu, apa masalah yang di alami ketika 
belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
N.Z.S : Di halaman belakang biasanya ada nama-nama 
sumber bukunya pak, tapi di LKS ga ada. 
  
As student she said that LKS do not source as references in the end of 
book, different from the other books. 
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In learning English on using Students‟ Worksheet (LKS), the 
students of seventh grade especially in the SMP Negeri 1 Baki in classes VII 
B have problems such as : 
1. Students‟ Perception Like Singing but Contain Only Few Song in 
Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
In the students‟ worksheet (LKS)that used for teaching and learning 
English, contain song but only one song from Bruno Mars with title 
“Count on Me”in the chapter fourwith the theme about “That‟s What 
Friends Are Supposed To Do”. In the others chapter there is no song to 
interest the students in learning English. 
Researcher : Kalau menurut kamu, apa masalah yang di alami 
ketika belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS? 
M.K.D : Lagu dikit pak, Cuma ada satu aja. Kalau banyak 
lagunya, bisa belajar sambil bernyanyipak. Mencari 
artinya bisa sambil dengerin lagunya pak. 
 
As student said that in students‟ worksheet (LKS)only contain few song. 
2. Contain Grammatical Error Are Found in the Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
There are a lot of grammatical errors that can be found in students‟ 
worksheet (LKS). Those error found mostly in LKS developed by a group 
of English teachers in certain area. No editors include in this LKS. So, it 
can make the students get wrong materials. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu apa masalah yang di alami ketika 
belajar bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
S.I.L : Itu pak masalah grammarnya, saya sering nemuin 
di text atau di soal-soal pak. Pas saya tanya bu 
guru ternyata kurang tepat. 
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As student said that when she read text or she did exercises in students‟ 
worksheet (LKS), she found grammatical error. And the students asked to 
her teacher to know the correct pattern. 
3. Material in Students‟ Worksheet is Simple 
The students sometimes compare with the other books because the 
material in students‟ worksheet is simple. Actually, students‟ worksheet 
can make the students diligent because a lot of exercises but the material 
can not make the students understand about the material. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, apa masalah yang di alami ketika belajar 
bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
T.A.D : Materinya simpel pak tetapi sudah cukup membantu saya 
memahami materi dan kadang saya juga belajar dari buku 
lain.  
 
As student said that the material in students‟ worksheet is simple but 
enough to understand the material and sometime the student uses other 
book to study English material. 
4. Incorect Words are Found in Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
In students‟ worksheet (LKS) found the incorrect words, so make the 
students sometimes confused to find the correct meaning when the 
students search in dictionary. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, apa masalah yang di alami ketika belajar 
bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS?  
D.M : Penulisan di LKS kadang suka salah-salah pak, typo-typo 
gitu pak.  
 
As student said that many incorrect words are found in students‟ 
worksheet (LKS).This ca make students confused and wrong when looking 
for meaning in dictionary. 
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B. Discussion 
In the discussion the researcher arranges and analyzes all the data 
from the observation, interview, questionnaire and documentation in which is 
appropriate to the problem statements. The discussion focuses on the finding 
of the students perception and the students problems in learning English on 
using students worksheet (LKS). 
1. Students’ Perception on Using Students Worksheet (LKS) in Learning 
English 
According to Walgito (1999:47), perception involved all sides of the 
individual it self. Such as, first sides are process of thinking, where in process 
of thinking talk about the process of knowing something, how to someone 
knowing something. Etimologically, the word “perception” originates from 
the Latin word, „percipere‟, (to perceive). Perceiving ideas and concepts is 
viewed from two dimentions, first is the conscious recognition and 
interpretation of sensory stimuli that serve as a basis for understanding, 
learning and knowing or for motivating a particular action or reaction. The 
second is the result or product of the act of perceiving. Instinctive knowledge 
has been used to define or explain the term perception. These include 
awareness, understanding, sense, impression, idea, taste, notion, recognition, 
observation, consciousness, conception, apprehension, discrimination. 
Aydogan (2014: 673) states that language educators have long used 
the concepts of four basic language skills; listening, speaking, reading, 
writing. These four language skills are sometimes called the "macro skills". 
This is in contrast to the "micro-skills", which are things like grammar, 
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vocabulary, pronunciation, and spelling. The four basic skills are related to 
each other by two parameters: the mode of communication: oral or written and 
the direction of communication: receiving or producing the message. To 
improve the students skills in learning English, in the students‟ worksheet 
(LKS) contain the text, dialogue, questions and vocabularies. 
In a matter of learning English needed a medium that can grow 
stimulant and interest in students to make a nice atmosphere, especially in the 
students‟ worksheet (LKS) in which there are the exercises that can be 
answered by the students. According to Sudjana and Rivai (2002), there are 
some benefits of teaching media in the learning process of students among 
other things: teaching will attract the attention of students so as to motivate 
learning, teaching materials will be clearer meaning that can be understood by 
the students, allowing students better control of teaching objectives, teaching 
methods will be more varied and students more learning activities. 
Based on the observation, questionnaire result and interview, the 
researcher found the media of English students‟ worksheet in SMP Negeri 1 
Baki is very helpful teachers and students in teaching and learning process. 
English students‟ worksheet is very beneficial as it includes exercises that 
have been arranged systematically. By using English students‟ worksheet, 
students become motivated and eager to learn all material so that may help 
students in study in improving achievement is evident with the knowledge 
possessed by students in answering questions from the teacher. 
K.A.F: “Iya pak, aku suka belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS. LKS itu 
banyak latihan soal-soalnya pak, kadang kalau belajar di rumah 
terus tidak ada PR dari guru suka jawabin latihan-latihan soal 
yang ada di LKS”. 
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The students said that she is fun when learning English with students‟ 
worksheet (LKS), and sometimes she answered the exercises in the students‟ 
worksheet when she studied in her house. 
S.A.M: “Belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS kalau menurutku udah cukup 
pak. Kalau baca bacaan yang ada di LKS udah lumayan paham. 
Kan masih di jelasin sama guru juga pas di kelas.” 
 
The student said that learning on using students‟ worksheet has already 
enough to make understand about the material. The text on the students‟ 
worksheet also already enough complete. 
By using the media, especially students‟ worksheet in learning 
English in grade srudents do not feel bored and tired of doing to learn and can 
help students to achieve the goal of learning. It can be seen from the results is 
maximal and also the responses given by students for teaching and learning. In 
accordance with said Arsyad quoted Hamalik (1997) said that the use of 
instructional media in teaching and learning English can generate motivation 
and stimulation of learning activities and even had an impact on students‟ 
psychology. 
D.M.P: “Di LKS itu materinya simpel pak terus banyak latihan-
latihan soal juga. Cepet paham kalau belajar pakai LKS 
materinya udah cukup lengkap. Kalau di kelas hanya 
diterangin sama guru kadang suka bosen terus ga fokus 
juga pak”. 
 
The student said that material in students‟ worksheet(LKS) is simple, complete 
enough and many exercises. Sometimes the student is bored when she is only 
listen the teacher present the material in front of the class. 
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The researcher also conducted interviews with the English teacher. 
English Teacher:“Iya mas ketika saya mengajar Bahasa Inggris kepada 
anak-anak menggunakan LKS atau Lembar Kerja Siswa. 
Setelah saya menerangkan materi, saya perintahkan 
anak-anak untuk mengerjakan latihan soal. Materi yang 
saya terangkan juga sudah ada di LKS sehingga anak-
anak lebih paham apa yang saya sampaikan. Selain LKS 
saya juga menggunakan buku lain untuk menambah 
materi, sebenarnya materi yang ada di LKS sudah cukup 
komplit dan lebih ringkas, mudah di pahami anak-
anak.” 
 
The English teacher said that in teaching English used students‟ worksheet. 
The teacher asked to the students answer the exercises after she explained 
the material in front of the class. Material in the students‟ worksheet is 
enough cmplete and simple so make the students easier to understand the 
material that has given by the students. Beside that the teacher also used the 
other text book in teaching English. 
Based on the statement above, it can be seen that the use of 
instructional media students‟ worksheet in field of study English in one of 
the efforts of teachers in improving students achievement. In the process of 
teaching and learning in the classroom sometimes teachers facing students 
who are lazy, bored and others. If such a situation is left as a result of 
students‟ motivation will decrease. Therefore, to resolve the issue needed a 
boost and stimulus so that students have a willingness to learn. Media is a 
tool that can be used as a conduit message in order to achieve teaching 
objectives and strategies teacher uses the media so that the students can re-
motivated and able to continue their study. 
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2. Students’ Problems on Using Students’ Worksheet (LKS) in Learning 
English 
In Permendikbud tahun 2016, there are some weakness to use 
Lembar Kerja Siswa (LKS) in teaching and learning English, there are : 
1) Author Bibliography Does Not Include in the End of Book 
As stated in Permendikbud no. 8 tahun 2016 (chapter 4 verse 2) 
one requirement of textbook or non-textbook as materials in schools is 
including authors‟ bibliography that aimed to guarantee the quality of text 
book, together LKS. This consists of authors‟ name, expertise, literary 
works, education background and job experiences. So, by looking for 
bibliography, both students and teachers know whether or not this book 
compatible and able to support teaching and learning process. In contrary, 
no single LKS contain authors‟ identity, instead of a group of authors‟ name. 
Editor and illustrator did not appear as well. 
2) LKS Do Not Include References as the Source of Materials 
The books authors cannot work well without any supporting 
relevance sources which are agree or oppose with their thinking and ideas. 
Therefore, they have to include references that usually put in the end of 
books (Permendikbud no. 8 tahun 2016 chapter 3 verse 7). So, it will be 
easier to see whether or not the LKS include to trustworthy and qualified 
books. However, no one from 8 English LKS fill this requirement, it can be 
assumed that all materials in LKS are not supported by educational experts‟ 
opinion or references. 
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3) LKSis not Suitable for Young Learners‟ Characteristics 
a) No physical movement 
Questions, more questions and the most activities in LKS are 
answering questions with monotonous model, filling the blank, direct 
translation an dsentence completion are dominated question forms in 
LKS. Moreover, LKS does not give a chance for students to do 
physical movements. It allows students to sit down within hours with 
their paper and pencil. This fact contradicts to young learners 
characteristics that they like to play and do physical movement 
(Scoot & Ytreber: 1990) 
b) Limited songs 
Pupils cannot be separated from singing and dancing wherever they 
are including in learning (Collins: 2004). So, teaching them should 
include those activities in order to be effective teaching and learning. 
Teacher employed song that related to topic to attract students or to 
cheer up classroom atmosphere when the boredom appears.  
4) Grammatical Errors Are Found in LKS 
There are a lot of grammatical errors that can be found in LKS, 
mostly in constructing question. No editors include in this LKS. So, it can 
make the students get wrong materials. 
5) Direct Translation 
Direct translation consider as inappropriate strategy used in 
teaching English for young learners, teacher may translate new vocabulary 
by using media such as pictures, video or even gestures (Helliwell: 2012). 
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The students cannot take any benefits for direct translation; they will easier 
to forget vocabulary that they got from direct translation. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concluded that the 
weakness of students‟ worksheet (LKS) are there is no author bibliography 
in the end of book and also no references of the material, sometimes found 
grammatical errors in the text or question, limit song and the pictures are not 
clear so make the students not interesting. 
Based on the observation, questionnaire result and interview, the 
researcher found some problems when the students are learning English on 
using students‟ worksheet (LKS), especially in seventh grade of SMP Negeri 
1 Baki. The problems that experienced by the seventh grade students in 
learning English especially clas VII A and VII B of SMP Negeri 1 Baki such 
as : 
1. Grammatical Error Are Found in Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
There are a lot of grammatical errors that can be found in LKS, mostly in 
constructing question. Those error found mostly in LKS developed by a 
group of English teachers in certain area. No editors include in this LKS. 
So, it can make the students get wrong materials. 
W.S.R :“Kadang kalau disuruh baca bacaan yang ada di LKS suka 
disalahin bu guru pak karena tulisannya salah, kalau bu guru 
gak ngoreksi aku juga ga tau”. 
 
The student said that sometimes, when the reading the text in students‟ 
worksheet wrong read it because of its is wrong. 
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2. The Pictures in Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) Not Interesting in Terms of 
the Color  
In the students‟ worksheet there are pictures about the material. But the 
pictures are not colorful, so do not make the students interesting about 
the pictures. The paper inLKS also just black and white. 
N.S.S :“Kalau belajar pakai LKS kurang suka karena ga ada 
warnanya pak, jadi cuma hitam putih aja. Kalau ada 
warnanya kan lebih bagus. Terus mudah sobek pak 
kertasnya makanya ini tak sampulin”. 
 
The student said that the students‟ worksheet is not interesting because 
the paper‟s color is only plain white and black or blurry. And paper of 
students‟ worksheet is easy to damage. 
E.R.S : “Gambarnya kadang ga jelas pak, burem gitu susah di 
pahami. Tapi ga semua gambar, ada yang jelas ada yang 
ga jelas.” 
 
The student said that pictures in students worksheet is do not clear but 
not all pictures. 
3. Limited Song in Students‟ Worksheet (LKS) 
The teacher in teaching English language the students should include 
those activities in order to be effective teaching and learning process. 
Teacher employed song that related to topic to attract students or to 
cheer up classroom atmosphere when the boredom appears. In the 
students‟ worksheet limit the song to get attention the students so the 
students easy bored. 
C.P.A : Kalau buat itu pak, lagu-lagunya dikit. Kan lebih seru pak 
kalau banyak lagunya, bisa belajar sambil bernyanyi. 
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As student said that in students‟ worksheet limited songs. Because she is 
happier that learning with singing. 
4. Direct Translation in Students‟ Worksheet 
Direct translation found in students‟ worksheet (LKS) especially in In 
learning English the students can not take any benefits for direct 
translation, they will be easier to forget the vocabulary that they got from 
direct translation.  
K.A.F : Ini pak, di LKSko ada yang langsung di artiin ya pak kalau 
gitu nanti ga bikin pinter pak. (sambil menunjukkan yang di 
maksud menggunakan LKS). 
 
As student said that there is direct translation part of students‟ 
worksheet, so according to student do not make smart. 
5. Author Bibliography Does Not Include in the End of Book 
Authors‟ bibliography is aimed to guarantee the quality of students‟ 
worksheet (LKS). This consists of authors‟ name, expertise, literary 
works, education background and job experiences. So, by looking for 
bibliography, both students and teachers know whether or not this book 
compatible and able to support teaching and learning process. 
D.O.A :“Di belakangbukutidakadanamapenulisnyapak, 
biasanyabukuituadapenulisnya”. 
 
As student said in the end of book there is no author.   
English Teacher :“Siapa penulisnya juga tidak ada mas di bagian 
belakang atau belakang sampul buku. Harusnya 
setiap buku di sertakan nama penulis dan lain-lain 
agar mendukung kualitas LKS tersebut.” 
 
The teacher said that there is no author bibliography in the end of book, 
so its make less of quality of students‟ worksheet itself. 
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6. Contain Incorrect Words are Found in Students‟ Worksheet(LKS) 
In students‟ worksheet (LKS) found the incorrect words, so make the 
students sometimes confused to find the correct meaning when the 
students search in dictionary. 
F.A :“Kata-kata yang di LKS itu kadang juga salah pak, 
kadang gandeng, kadang ga jelas”. 
 
The student said that sometime in the students‟ worksheet found the 
wrong word or incorrect word. 
7. LKS Do Not Include References as the Source of Materials 
In the students worksheet the researcher did not found the references as 
the source of material in the End of book or in the part of book. It can be 
assumed that all materials in LKS are not supported by educational 
experts‟ opinion or references.  
English Teacher :“Cuma sayangnya kalau di LKS itu ga mencantunkan 
sumber materi mas, jadi ya kurang bagus kalau tidak 
mencantumkan sumber.” 
 
The teacher said that not good if the students‟ worksheet (LKS) for 
teaching and learning process do not include references as a source of 
the materials. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGESSTIONS 
 
In this chapter the researcher presents about conclusions and 
suggestionsrelated to what theresearcher described and discussed from the 
findings in previous chapter. 
A. Conclusion 
Perception is a mind, idea , believe, what do you think about 
something and how you see or understand something.Perception is a cognitive 
process that enables us interpret and understand our surroundings. 
The students’ worksheet (LKS) is the one of media in teaching and 
learning English that is very effective because students are very enthusiastic in 
learning process followed by teachers and facilitate student 
understanding.Students’ worksheet may save teachers’ time and help teachers 
to provide alternative activities in classroom. Based on the research finding, 
the researcher concludes that : 
1. The students have perception that the use of students’ worksheet (LKS) at 
seventh grade of SMP Negeri 1 Baki improves their four Basic English 
language skills; listening, speaking, reading, and writing. During the 
process of reading, students feel increasing reading skill because in 
students’ worksheet there are a lot of texts and exercises. Withthe 
students’ worksheet in learning English the students enjoy and tried of 
doing to learn and can help students to achieve the goal of learning. The 
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result of the interviewed and questionnaire, showed that the students gave 
positive response toward the students’ worksheet as media in learning 
English. Students were interested and motivated to use students’ 
worksheet (LKS). 
2. The students have perception that the use of students’ worksheet (LKS) 
found some grammatical errors, direct translation, limit song and etc but 
students’ worksheet (LKS) still use in teaching and learning process 
withnew looks. Besides using students’ worksheet (LKS) as media in 
learning English, English teacher also use other books to explain the 
material to the students so that the students really understand.  
 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the conclusion of the research that the use of the 
students’ worksheet in learning English, the researcher gives some suggestions 
as follows: 
1. To the Teacher 
Every student has different ability, creativity, characteristics and interest. 
The English teachers should use the media students’ worksheet and give 
the information about the use students’ worksheet in teaching and learning 
English to other teachers. Perception of the students on using students’ 
worksheet in learning process is positive so the teacher should use the 
effective media especially LKS. 
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2. To the Students 
The researcher hopes that the students are more understood with the 
teaching use students’ worksheet (LKS) as media and the students can 
enjoy the learning process by using students’ worksheet to develop their 
knowledge or skills about English.The students are hoped to be more 
active, and creative in learning English, so that achieve the goal of 
learning process. 
3. To the School 
The teacher should give the media teaching learning process for students 
and the teacher. One of the media that the researcher suggested was 
students’ worksheet (LKS). This media is important for all the teachers to 
increase the students’ quality in that school. 
4. To other Researcher 
The researcher hopes this research can be a little contribution in teaching 
English. For other researchers who want to conduct a research about 
students’ perception, the result of the study can be used as an additional 
reference for further research with different discussion domain of teachers’ 
teaching. 
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Schedule of Observation, Questionnaire and Interview 
No Date Observation Questionnaire Interview 
1. Friday, August 3
rd
 
2018 
Learning process 
on using students’ 
worksheet in class 
VII A 
 
 
- 
 
 
- 
2. Monday, August 
6
th
 2018 
Learning process 
on using students’ 
worksheet in class 
VII B 
 
 
- 
 
 
- 
3. Thrusday, August 
9
th
 2018 
 
- 
Questionnaire in 
Class VII A 
Interview with 
English teacher  
4. Friday, August 
10
th
 2018 
 
- 
Questionnaire in 
Class VII B 
Interview with 
English teacher  
5. Monday, August 
13
th
 2018 
 
- 
 
- 
Continue, 
Interview with 
English teacher 
6. Tuesday, August 
14
th 
2018 
 
- 
 
- 
Interview with 
students in class 
VII A 
7. Thrusday, August 
16
th 
2018 
  Interview with 
students in class 
VII B 
 
 
 
 
 
 FIELD NOTE 
Title : Deliver the Observation Letter 
Date :Friday, August 3
rd
 2018 
Place : Teacher Office of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object : Administrator of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum 
Administrator : Wa’alaikumsalam, silahkan duduk mas. 
Researcher : Iya Ibu, terimakasih. 
Saya Muhammad Ikwan Fauzi bu, mahasiswa IAIN Surakarta jurusan 
pendidikan Bahasa Inggris. Keperluan saya datang ke sini untuk meminta 
ijin melakukan penelitian di sekolah ini bu,saya sudah membawa surat 
ijin penelitian dari kampus. 
Administrator : Oiya mas bisa, surat bisa diserahkan ke saya kemudian nanti saya 
serahkan ke bapak Kepala Sekolah. 
Researcher : Iya Bu ini suratnya. 
Administrator : Mau penelitian tentang apa mas? 
Researcher : Tentang persepsi siswa dalam belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan 
LKS bu. 
Administrator : Iya mas, di sekolah kami memang menggunakan LKS selain buku 
paket. Yang menjadi subjek penelitian kelas apa saja mas? 
Researcher : Kelas VII bu, saya ambil 2 kelas. Nanti saya wawancara sama minta 
anak-anak untuk mengisi questionnaire bu untuk data. 
 
 
Administrator : Iya mas, besok silahkan datang kesini lagi untuk mengetahui jawaban 
dari Kepala Sekolah dan guru Bahasa Inggris. 
Researcher : Iya bu, besok saya kesini lagi. Terimakasih banyak sebelumnya. 
Administrator : Iya mas sama-sama. Semoga sukses. 
Researcher : Aamiin. Terimakasih bu. Permisi bu, Assalamu’alaikum. 
Administrator : Iya mas, Waalaikumsalam. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title : Permission Letter 
Date : Monday, August6
th
 2018 
Place : Teacher Office of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object : Administrator of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum, Bu. 
Administrator : Waalaikumsalam. Ini mas yang kemarin datang kesini dari IAIN itu? 
Researcher : Iya bu benar. Saya kesini mau menanyakan surat penelitian saya 
kemarin bagaimana bu? 
Administrator : Iya mas, Bapak Kepala Sekolah mengijinkan untuk melakukan 
penelitian disini. 
Researcher : Terimakasih Bu. 
Administrator : Sekarang mas silahkan bertemu dengan Ms. Latifahselakuguru Bahasa 
Inggris kelas tujuh untuk membicarakan kepentingan jenengan. Semua 
saya serahkan ke Ms. Latifahmasalah waktu penelitian atau kelas mana 
saja itu tergantung beliau. 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. Saya segera menemui Ms. Latifahuntuk berdiskusi 
dan menyampaikan tujuan saya. 
Administrator : Iya mas silahkan. 
Researcher : Saya permisi ya bu, terimakasih. 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title : Permission to Interview of English Teacher 
Date :Tuesday, August 7
th
 2018 
Place : Teacher Office of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object : Mrs. Latifahas English Teacher 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum, Ibu. 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam mas. Ada perlu apa mas? 
Researcher : Ini benar dengan Ms. Latifah guru Bahasa Inggris kelas tujuh? 
Teacher : Iya mas benar saya sendiri. 
Researcher : Begini bu, Saya Muhammad Ikhwan Fauzi mahasiswa IAIN Surakarta 
jurusan pendidikan Bahasa Inggris. Keperluan saya datang kesini dan 
menemui ibu ingin meminta ijin melakukan penelitian di kelas ibu. Saya 
sudah menyerahkan suratnya ke Ibu Hapsari dan sudah disetujui Kepala 
Sekolah, kemudian beliau menyuruh saya menemui ibu langsung. 
Teacher : Ohh iya mas, cuma mau observasi atau ngajar di kelas mas? 
Researcher : Observasi, interview dan questionnaire bu.Judul skripsi saya tentang 
persepsi siswa dalam belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS. 
Teacher : Ohh iya mas. Di kelas tujuh apa? 
Researcher : Iya bu, saya minta ijin melakukan penelitian di dua kelas bu. 
Teacher : Iya mas silahkan. 
Researcher : Kira-kira saya bisa mulai penelitian di kelas apa dan hari apa ya bu? 
 
 
Teacher : Saya mengajar kelas VII A, VII B dan VII C mas. Kalau mau 
melakukan penelitian di kelas VII A ada jadwal hari Senin, kelas VII B 
hari Kamis dan VII C hari Selasa mas. 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. Besok hari senin dan Kamis saja saya kesini lagi 
untuk observasi ya bu, jadi saya observasi di kelas VII A dan VII B. 
Teacher : Iya mas silahkan. 
Researcher : Untuk hari senin dan kamis jam berapa saja ya bu? 
Teacher : Untuk VII A jam 11 dan VII B jam 9 mas. 
Researcher : Saya boleh minta RPP dan sylabus bu untuk data? 
Teacher : Boleh mas, nanti bisa di fotocopy. 
Researcher : Baik bu. Untuk LKS yang di gunakan juga bisa saya fotocopy tidak ya 
bu? 
Teacher : Boleh mas, nanti bisa saya pinjami atau bisa pinjam salah satu siswa. 
Researcher : Iya ibu terimakasih. Kalau begitu saya pamit dulu bu. 
Teacher : Iya mas silahkan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of English Teacher 
Date  : Thrusday, August 9
th
 2018 
Time  : 10.25 a.m until 10.35 a.m 
Place  : Teacher Office of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Mrs. Latifahas English Teacher 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum, Ibu. 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam mas. Mau interviewya mas? 
Researcher : Iya bu benar. Saya bisa mewawancarai ibu dimana, bu? 
Teacher : Disini saja tidak apa-apa mas, silahkan duduk? 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. 
 Pertama, untuk mengajar Bahasa Inggris kelas VII yang ibu ampu, 
menggunakan LKS ya bu? 
Teacher : Iya mas, ntuk kelas VII saya menggunakan LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) 
selain itu saya juga menggunakan media lain untuk mendukung materi 
Researcher : Menurut Ibu materi yang ada di LKS sudah lengkap belum bu? 
Teacher : Materi yang ada di LKS sudah cukup lengkap mas. Kalau di LKS 
materinya kan simpel dan jelas. Selain itu juga banyak soal-soal latihan, 
jadi setelah saya jelaskan di depan kelas, anak saya minta untuk 
mengerjakan latihan soal agar tidak bosen kalau saya hanya 
menerangkan di depan. 
 
 
Researcher : Dengan belajar menggunakan LKS, apakah membantu skill membaca 
siswa bu? 
Teacher : Iya mas, di LKS juga banyak teks bacaanya. Jadi siswa bisa membaca 
di rumah. Kalau di kelas juga saya suruh membaca giliran mas pakai 
LKS jadi skill membacanya siswa juga akan meningkat. 
Researcher : Dengan belajar menggunakan LKS, apakah membantu skill menulis 
siswa bu? 
Teacher : Iya mas, kan banyak soal latihan jadi dengan menjawab soal-soal 
latihan yang ada di LKS, akan meningkatkan kemampuan siswa dalam 
skill writing. 
Researcher : Ohh, iya bu. 
 Lalu dengan belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS, apakah 
membantu skill speaking siswa bu? 
Teacher : Bisa juga mas, di LKS ada materi speaking misal siswa suruh greeting 
ke depan kelas, atau bercerita di depan kelas sesuai tema yang ada di 
LKS. 
Researcher : Lalu kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS, apakah 
membantu skill listening siswa bu? 
Teacher : Meskipun di LKS materi listeningnya tidak banyak, tetapi cukup untuk 
meningkatkan skill siswa dalam mendengarkan mas. Saya putarkan 
audio kemudian siswa mengerjakan soal yang ada di LKS, saya ulang-
ulangi sampai semua siswa paham. 
 
 
 
Researcher : Terimakasih bu, saya kira sudah cukup wawancara hari ini. 
Terimakasih juga sudah meluangkan waktunya untuk bisa saya 
wawancara. 
Teacher : Iya mas sama-sama, semoga lancar dan sukses. 
Researcher : Aamiin, terimakasih bu. 
 Besok saya wawancara lagi ya bu. Saya pamit dulu. 
Teacher : Iya mas, besok lagi ya. Ini saya juga mau ada kelas sebentar lagi. 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of English Teacher 
Date  : Friday, August 10
th
 2018 
Time  : 9.00 a.m until 9.15 a.m 
Place  : Teacher Office of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Mrs. Latifah as English Teacher 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum, Ibu. 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam mas. Mau interview ya mas? 
Researcher : Iya bu benar. Saya bisa mewawancarai ibu dimana, bu? 
Teacher : Disini saja tidak apa-apa mas, silahkan duduk? 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. 
 Pertama, untuk mengajar Bahasa Inggris kelas VII yang ibu ampu, 
menggunakan LKS ya bu? 
Teacher : Iya mas, ntuk kelas VII saya menggunakan LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) 
selain itu saya juga menggunakan media lain untuk mendukung materi  
Researcher : Menurut Ibu materi yang ada di LKS sudah lengkap belum bu? 
Teacher : Materi yang ada di LKS sudah cukup lengkap mas. Kalau di LKS 
materinya kan simpel dan jelas. Selain itu juga banyak soal-soal latihan, 
jadi setelah saya jelaskan di depan kelas, anak saya minta untuk 
mengerjakan latihan soal agar tidak bosen kalau saya hanya 
menerangkan di depan. 
 
 
Researcher : Dengan belajar menggunakan LKS, apakah membantu skill membaca 
siswa bu? 
Teacher : Iya mas, di LKS juga banyak teks bacaanya. Jadi siswa bisa membaca 
di rumah. Kalau di kelas juga saya suruh membaca giliran mas pakai 
LKS jadi skill membacanya siswa juga akan meningkat.  
Researcher : Dengan belajar menggunakan LKS, apakah membantu skill menulis 
siswa bu? 
Teacher : Iya mas, kan banyak soal latihan jadi dengan menjawab soal-soal 
latihan yang ada di LKS, akan meningkatkan kemampuan siswa dalam 
skill writing. 
Researcher : Ohh, iya bu. 
 Lalu dengan belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS, apakah 
membantu skill speaking siswa bu? 
Teacher : Bisa juga mas, di LKS ada materi speaking misal siswa suruh greeting 
ke depan kelas, atau bercerita di depan kelas sesuai tema yang ada di 
LKS. 
Researcher : Lalu kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS, apakah 
membantu skill listening siswa bu? 
Teacher : Meskipun di LKS materi listeningnya tidak banyak, tetapi cukup untuk 
meningkatkan skill siswa dalam mendengarkan mas. Saya putarkan 
audio kemudian siswa mengerjakan soal yang ada di LKS, saya ulang-
ulangi sampai semua siswa paham. 
 
 
Researcher : Terimakasih bu, saya kira sudah cukup wawancara hari ini. 
Terimakasih juga sudah meluangkan waktunya untuk bisa saya 
wawancara. 
Teacher : Iya mas sama-sama, semoga lancar dan sukses. 
Researcher : Aamiin, terimakasih bu. Besok saya wawancara lagi ya bu. Saya pamit 
dulu. 
Teacher : Iya mas, besok lagi ya. Ini saya juga mau ada kelas sebentar lagi. 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of English Teacher 
Date  : Monday, August 13
th
 2018 
Time  : 8.00 a.m until 8.15 a.m 
Place  : Teacher Office of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Mrs. Latifah as English Teacher 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum, Ibu. 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam mas. Mau interview lagiya mas? 
Researcher : Iya bu, meneruskan wawancara yang kemarin. 
Teacher : Iya mas, silahkan duduk. 
Researcher : Iya bu, terimakasih. 
Menurut ibu mengajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS apa saja 
kelemahannya? 
Teacher : Kalau kelemahan atau kekurangannya dari segi kelengkapan buku, LKS 
itu tidak mencantumkan nama pengarang, tidak ada referensi, dan 
gambar yang ada di soal kurang jelas mas. 
Researcher : Selain itu apa bu kekurangan LKS jika digunakan untuk mengajar 
Bahasa Inggris? 
Teacher : Saya kira itu saja mas, karena buku kan harusnya ada nama pengarang 
dan referensinya mas. 
Researcher : Kalau isinya atau dari segi grammar dll gimana bu? 
 
 
Teacher : Iya mas, dari segi grammar juga terkadang di temukan kesalahan. 
Misalnya, soal pilihan ganda atau essay. Subjek menggunakan tunggal 
tetapi tobenya jamak. Seperti itu bisa membuat anak-anak bingung 
terutama untuk yang kurang memahami grammar. Kadang juga dengan 
seperti itu dapat membuat anak-anak salah berpikir. 
 Di LKS juga ada salah penulisan mas, atau biasa yang anak-anak sebut 
typo. Jadi kadang katamya sulit dipahami dan pas di cari di kamus 
artinya tidak ketemu karena salah penulisan. 
Researcher : Materi yang ada di LKS menurut ibu gimana, apa sudah lengkap? 
Teacher : Kalau materi yang ada di LKS saya rasa sudah cukup lengkap mas, 
banyak soal latihan juga jadi bisa buat latihan. Ketika saya mengajar 
Bahasa Inggris kepada anak-anak menggunakan LKS atau Lembar Kerja 
Siswa. Setelah saya menerangkan materi, saya perintahkan anak-anak 
untuk mengerjakan latihan soal. Materi yang saya terangkan juga sudah 
ada di LKS sehingga anak-anak lebih paham apa yang saya sampaikan. 
Selain LKS saya juga menggunakan buku lain untuk menambah materi, 
sebenarnya materi yang ada di LKS sudah cukup komplit dan lebih 
ringkas, mudah di pahami anak-anak. 
Researcher : Baik bu saya rasa cukup bu untuk interviewnya. Terimakasih ya bu. 
Teacher : Iya mas, sama-sama. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of Student 
Date  : Tuesday, August 14
th
 2018 
Time  : 12.30 p.m until 12.35 p.m 
Place  : Classroom of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Student in Class VII A 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum. 
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam. 
Researcher : Maaf anak-anak, saya boleh minta waktu sebentar. 
Students : Iya pak gapapa. 
Researcher : Perkenalkan, saya Muhammad Ikhwan Fauzi dari IAIN Surakarta. 
Kalian bisa panggil pak Ikhwan yaa. Saya mau mewawancara kalian 
tentang belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS. 
Students : Ooo, iya pak Ikhwan. 
Researcher : Wawancaranya satu per satu yaa. 
  Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin membaca atau kemampuan membaca kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, di LKS banyak bacaannya jadi pas di rumah aku suka baca-
baca kalau ga ada PR dari guru. Banyak soal-soal juga pak jadi kan 
mengerjakan juga sambil membuat aku giat membaca. 
 
 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin menulis atau kemampuan menulis kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, dengan mengerjakan soal-soal saya juga latihan menulis 
dengan benar. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin berbicara atau kemampuan berbiacara Bahasa Inggris 
kamu bertambah tidak? 
Student : Bisa pak, ada juga yang di LKS itu kita suruh ngerjain soal terus suruh 
maju ke depan berbicara pakai Bahasa Inggris pak. Tapi kadang malu-
malu kalau suruh maju ke depan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kemampuan mendengarkan (listening) Bahasa Inggris kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, meskipun jarang-jarang di kasih pelajaran listening tapi LKS 
cukup membantu saya pak. 
Researcher : Baik terimakasih yaa, Pak Ikhwan mau wawancara temen kamu yang 
lain. 
Student : Iya pak. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of Student 
Date  : Tuesday, August 14
th
 2018 
Time  : 12.40 p.m until 12.45 p.m 
Place  : Classroom of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Student in Class VII A 
 
Researcher : Sekarang giliran kamu ya Bapak mau tanya-tanya sebentar. 
Students : Iya pak . 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin membaca atau kemampuan membaca kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, di LKS banyak bacaannya cerita sama soal-soal gitu banyak 
banget. Sering baca di LKS jadi sedikit-sedikit jadi lumayan lancar. 
Kadang juga aku kurang paham cara bacanya gimana pak jadi pelan-
pelan. 
Researcher : Oh gitu, semangat ya nanti lama-lama juga lancar bacanya.  
  Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin menulis atau kemampuan menulis kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, dengan mengerjakan soal-soal saya juga latihan menulis 
dengan benar. 
 
 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin berbicara atau kemampuan berbiacara Bahasa Inggris 
kamu bertambah tidak? 
Student : Iya pak. Meskipun sedikit tapi kalau Bu Guru menerangkan sambil kita 
tirukan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kemampuan mendengarkan (listening) Bahasa Inggris kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, meskipun jarang-jarang di kasih pelajaran listening tapi LKS 
cukup membantu saya pak. 
Researcher : Baik terimakasih yaa, Pak Ikhwan mau wawancara temen kamu yang 
lain. 
Student : Iya pak. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of Student 
Date  : Tuesday, August 14
th
 2018 
Time  : 12.45 p.m until 12.50 p.m 
Place  : Classroom of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Student in Class VII A 
 
Researcher : Dan sekarang giliran kamu yang Bapak tanya. 
Students : Iya pak Ikhwan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin membaca atau kemampuan membaca kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, LKS kan banyak cerita sama soal-soal gitu jadi sedikit-sedikit 
membacanya lumayan lancar. Bu Guru kan juga kalau di kelas pakai 
LKS pak jadi sampai rumah LKSnya tak baca-baca lagi sekalian belajar 
membaca. 
Researcher : Oh gitu, bagus perlu di contoh ya, jadi kalau disekolah diterangkan Ms. 
Latifah sampai rumah dibaca-baca lagi.  
  Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin menulis atau kemampuan menulis kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
 
 
Student : Iya pak, dengan mengerjakan soal-soal saya juga latihan menulis 
dengan benar. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin berbicara atau kemampuan berbiacara Bahasa Inggris 
kamu bertambah tidak? 
Student : Iya pak. Meskipun sedikit tapi kalau Bu Guru menerangkan sambil kita 
tirukan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kemampuan mendengarkan (listening) Bahasa Inggris kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, tapi jarang-jarang di kasih pelajaran mendengarkan gitu tapi 
LKS cukup membantu saya pak. 
Researcher : Baik terimakasih yaa, Pak Ikhwan mau wawancara temen kamu yang 
lain. 
Student : Iya pak. 
Researcher : Tolong panggilin satu temenmu ya. 
Student : iya pak Ikhwan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of Student 
Date  : Thrusday, August 16
th
 2018 
Time  : 9.40 a.m until 9.45 a.m 
Place  : Classroom of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Student in Class VII B 
 
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum. 
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam. 
Researcher : Maaf anak-anak, saya boleh minta waktu sebentar. 
Students : Iya pak gapapa. 
Researcher : Perkenalkan, saya Muhammad Ikhwan Fauzi dari IAIN Surakarta. 
Kalian bisa panggil pak Ikhwan yaa. Saya mau mewawancara kalian 
tentang belajar Bahasa Inggris menggunakan LKS. 
Students : Ooo, iya pak Ikhwan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin membaca atau kemampuan membaca kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, kan di LKS banyak soal-soal jadi bisa melatih membaca 
Researcher : Oh iya, lalu menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS 
bisa membantu kamu lebih rajin menulis atau kemampuan menulis kamu 
bertambah tidak? 
 
 
Student : Iya pak, dengan mengerjakan soal-soal saya juga latihan menulis 
dengan benar. Tapi ya cuma dikit pak. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin berbicara atau kemampuan berbiacara Bahasa Inggris 
kamu bertambah tidak? 
Student : Bisa pak, ada juga yang di LKS itu kita suruh ngerjain soal terus suruh 
maju ke depan sama bu guru berbicara pakai Bahasa Inggris pak. Tapi 
kadang malu-malu kalau suruh maju ke depan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kemampuan mendengarkan (listening) Bahasa Inggris kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, lumayan tapi kalau aku sulit kalau yang dengerin 
Researcher : Baik terimakasih yaa, Pak Ikhwan mau wawancara temen kamu yang 
lain. 
Student : Oke pak. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Title  : Interview of Student 
Date  : Thrusday, August 16
th
 2018 
Time  : 9.45 a.m until 9.50 a.m 
Place  : Classroom of SMP Negeri 1 Baki 
Object  : Student in Class VII B 
 
Researcher : Sekarang kamu ya yang Bapak tanya-tanya. 
Students : Iya pak. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin membaca atau kemampuan membaca kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, lewat bacaan sama soal-soal yang ada di LKS. 
Researcher : Oh iya, lalu menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS 
bisa membantu kamu lebih rajin menulis atau kemampuan menulis kamu 
bertambah tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, dengan mengerjakan soal-soal saya juga latihan menulis 
dengan benar.  
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kamu lebih rajin berbicara atau kemampuan berbiacara Bahasa Inggris 
kamu bertambah tidak? 
 
 
Student : Bisa pak, ada juga yang di LKS itu kita suruh ngerjain soal terus suruh 
maju ke depan sama Ms. Latifah berbicara pakai Bahasa Inggris pak. 
Tapi kadang malu-malu kalau suruh maju ke depan. 
Researcher : Menurut kamu, kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pakai LKS bisa membantu 
kemampuan mendengarkan (listening) Bahasa Inggris kamu bertambah 
tidak? 
Student : Iya pak, lumayan tapi kalau aku sulit kalau yang dengerin. 
Researcher : Oh seperti itu wajar dulu Bapak juga begitu. Pelan-pelan nanti juga bisa 
ya. 
  Kalau menurutmu ada nggak kekurangan LKS? 
Student : Kalau aku nggak terlalu mendapat kesulitan pak, Cuma misal suruh 
jelasin gambar kadang ga jelas jadi bingung kan kertasnya Cuma hitam 
putih pak. 
Researcher : Kalau kelebihan LKS apa aja? 
Student : Kelebihan itu bagusnya ya pak. 
  Menurutku kalau belajar Bahasa Inggris pake LKS lebih mudah 
dimengerti pak, banyak soal-soal juga. 
Researcher : Baik terimakasih yaa, Pak Ikhwan mau wawancara temen kamu yang 
lain. 
Student : Oke pak. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher uses Students’ Worksheet in teaching English 
 
 
 
 
One of Students speaking in front of class 
 
 
 
One of Students Reading the text in front of class 
  
